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1. INTRODUCTION 
WRITE Q( *) for the colimit over n of R”S” and let A( *) be the algebraic K-theory of a point. 
We construct a map tr from A( *) to Q( *) by “counting” fixed points of identity maps. The 
map has equivariant properties reminiscent of the cyclotomic trace of Cl], and related to 
“counting” periodic points of identity maps. Before we give an outline of this paper, we 
illustrate our construction by looking at the induced map tr, : n&4( *)) + no(Q(*)). 
Let C be a CW-complex which is a subspace of R”, let f be a self-map of C, and suppose 
that the fixed point set F of f is compact. Choose a retraction r: U + C for some 
neighborhood U of C in R” and let z: U + R” be given by z(x) = x -jr(x). View S” as 
R” u cc (with co as the basepoint). Choose a (pointed) map g: S” + S” such that 
g(x) = 0 o x E F and g = z near F, and say that “g corresponds to f”, Then: 
l Such a g always exists, its homotopy class [g] is independent of the choices above, and 
depends only on the germ off along F. 
l This construction can be done even if fis defined only near its fixed point set. If the fixed 
point set of f is a disjoint union, say F = F1 LI F2, and if fi denotes the restriction 
off near Fi, then [g] = [gl] + [gz] in n,(P’S”) (where g, resp gi, corresponds to f, 
resp. A). 
l zO(A (*)) is a group generated by all finite C W-complexes in (some) R” (subject o some 
relations), and tr,(C) = [g] - [lsn] in 7r0(f2”S”), where g corresponds to the identity 
map of C and lsn is the identity map of S”. 
l The relations among all C in no(A(*)) are: 
- if C is homotopy equivalent to C’ then C = C’; 
- if C is a subcomplex of C’ then C + C’/C = C’. 
From this it easily follows that the reduced Euler characteristic 2 defined by 
C HZ(C) - 1 is an isomorphism from no@(*)) to Z. The degree of a self-map of S” 
gives another isomorphism, call it deg, from rro(Q(*)) to Z. In these terms, deg 0 tr, = i. 
Let g : S” + S” correspond to f: C + C under the construction above. If we call the 
integer deg (g) the “number of fixed points off” we obtain the following classical statement: 
The number of fixed points of the identity map of a finite CW-complex C equals the Euler 
characteristic of C. 
We now indicate how the equivariant properties of tr are related to “counting” periodic 
points. Let G be the cyclic group of order k. Let G act on Rk” = R” x ... x R” by permuting 
the copies of R”, and let it act on Sk” by fixing cc and so that the inclusion R’” c Sk” is 
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equivariant. Finally, G acts on nk”Sk” by (cg)(x) = cg(c-ix) for c E G, x E Sk”, and 
g:Sk”+Skn . Let QG( *) be the G-space which is the colimit over n of nknSk”. Thus if we forget 
that QG( *) is a G-space, then we may identify it with Q( *). Let QG( *)G c QG( *) denote the 
fixed points of G in QG(*). 
Now let C1 2Cc, 2 ..’ %C k 2 C1 be a diagram of CW-complexes in R” and 
continuous maps, and suppose that the fixed point set Fi c Ci of the composition 
1;:- 1 f;:- 2 . . . fi fk . ..f.+ If; is compact. Choose neighborhood retractions li for each Ci. 
Define z : U + Rk” by 
(where U is an open set in Rk” depending on the domains of the ri). Choose a pointed 
mapg: Sk” + Sk” such that g(x) = 0 o z(x) = 0 and g = z near their vanishing set. Then: 
l Such a g always exists, its stable homotopy class [g] in rco(QG( *)) is independent of the 
choices above, and depends only on the germs of the J along Fi+ 
0 Iffr =f2 = ... =fk =f then we can choose g in QG( *)G and the class [g] in rco(QG( *)G) 
is independent of the choices above, with the restriction that we must choose 
rl = r2 = . . . = rk, and depends only on the germ off near F1 = Fz = ... = Fk = F. In 
other words, a self-map fof a CW-complex C determines an element [g] E no(QG(*)‘) 
that depends only on the germ off along its k-periodic point set. 
l All this can be done if the fi are only defined near Fiy and union of disjoint fixed point 
sets, resp. k-periodic points sets, corresponds to addition in rro(QG(*)), resp. nO(QG(*)G). 
l Further, tr,(C) is the class [g] - [l] E no(QG(*)) where g corresponds to the identity 
map of C, in particular tr, lifts to K~(Q~(*)~). 
We introduce some definitions suggested by the above results. Fix an integer k 2 1 and 
consider all circular diagrams E, 3 E2 ?, ... !K!, & 2 El where the &‘s are reasonable 
spaces (more about this later), h is only defined on an open set in Ei and the fixed point set of 
some (and therefore any) composition obtained by “starting at some EL and going once 
around the circle” is compact. A “fixed point problem” is an equivalence class of such 
diagrams, where the equivalence relation is “germ along the fixed point set”. Note that the 
cyclic group gk of order k acts on fixed point problems by rotating them, and it is 
reasonable to call a fixed point problem which is invariant under %?k a “k-periodic point 
problem”. Thus our previous remarks suggest that there is a %,-space of fixed point 
problems having the %Zk-homotopy t pe of QVk(*). 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review some facts that we need, 
mostly without proofs. In Section 3 we introduce the spaces on which fixed point problems 
are defined (fiberwise Euclidean neighborhood retracts, as defined by Dold in [6]), and in 
Section 4 we construct a model for A( *) based on compact fiberwise ENRs. In Section 8 we 
construct a model for Qwk( *) based on “germs of self-maps of spheres along their vanishing 
set”. The equation f(x) = 0 o x = x -f(x) is used in Section 9 to construct a model for 
Q’*( *) based on fixed point problems. In Section 7 we assemble these models into a single 
SO(2) space (in fact a cyclic simplicial set) which for all k has the Vk-homotopy type of 
Q”“( *). This space is based on fixed point problems in (some) R”, and in Section 6 we 
enlarge it (without changing its %?k-homotopy t pe) to a space of fixed point problems in 
arbitrary ENRs. For this we need a general construction, which is introduced in Section 5. 
The main idea in Section 6 is that if we use a neighborhood retraction of R” onto E to 
produce a fixed point problem in R” from a fixed point problem in E, then the result does 
not depend on the neighborhood retraction. In Section 10 we construct a I-space of fixed 
point problems with the “addition up to homotopy” given by union of disjoint fixed point 
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sets, and in Section 11 we enlarge it (without changing its V,-homotopy type) so that it 
looks more like our model for A( a). The construction in Section 11 is a formal consequence 
of the properties of homotopy limits, i.e. it can be applied to any simplicial category and it 
produces a larger simplicial category of the same homotopy type. In Section 12 we 
construct a space with a circle action (in fact a cyclic bisimplicial set), whose loop space has 
the Vk-homotopy type of A(*) with the trivial action, and an SO(2)-map from it to the 
construction of Section 11. This last model for A(*) is based on “homotopies from the 
identity map of a filtered space to a map whose fixed point set splits compatibly with the 
filtration”. 
The following diagram might help in orienting the reader: 
I 88 
I 58 
RlwSVw-1 
I 54 
01 WScF@) 
I 84 
QIWS~AI 
T 64 
fiWAl 
T 812 
RlOxs8J 
T 812 
p:-lFix*l 
I 
87 
I @Fix,1 
56 
lrrlpa 1 @Fix,\ 
I 96 
I~*1 
I 9-5 
I@9AI 
I §lO R(Os9*l 
I 511 
This is the chain of maps we construct from A(*) to QVk(*) (we obtain such a diagram for 
every k 2 1, but notice that most of the diagram does not depend on k). Above, all vertical 
maps are $7k-homotopy equivalences, where the top four spaces on the left have the trivial 
action, and every map is labeled by the section in which it is proven to be a V,-homotopy 
equivalence. The top space on the left is (one of the standard definitions of) A(*), and the 
top space on the right is (the realization of) the singular complex of Q”“( *). Finally, the 
maptr is defined in Section 12. 
This paper is a slightly modified version of the major part of the author’s thesis [ll]. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Notation and terminology 
It will be convenient o view R” as a subset of R”+’ by identifying x and (x, 0) and to 
view the n-sphere S” as R” u co with co as the basepoint. We denote the union over n of R” 
by R”. We identify SO(2) with R/Z and write gk for the cyclic subgroup of order k in SO(2). 
The generator l/k E R/Z of Vk will be denoted by ck or c. We make Rk into a %?k-space by
definingck(xO, xl, . . . ,Xk-2, xk-I) = (xk-1, xO, xl, . . . , xk- 2). Thus %k acts on Rk” since it is 
a subgroup of %?k,,. 
We write F-09’ for the category of topological spaces, Y&‘y for the category of sets, and 
%‘dy for the category of small categories. If A and B are categories and we mention the 
category BA of functors from A to B (and natural maps between them) then A will be small 
even if we do not explicitly say it. A functor f: A + B gives a functorf, : AC + BC taking the 
map 4: g + h to the mapfi:fg +fh, and a functor f” : CB -+ CA taking the map 4: g -+ h to 
the map 41: gf+ hf: If a and b are objects of A, the set of maps in A from a to b will be 
denoted by A@, b). 
Finally, here is some terminology. We will sometimes refer to the objects of BA as 
“A-objects in B”, and to the morphisms of BA as “A-maps in B”. We will also say “A-set” 
instead of A-object in 9’85, “A-functor” instead of A-map in %‘zJy-, and so on. 
2.2. Simplicial objects 
We now prove two short propositions and briefly review simplicial path objects. 
Let b&93 be the category of compact Euclidean neighborhood retracts (compact 
subspaces of some R” whose identity map extends to one of their neighborhoods in R”) and 
continuous maps. We denote the standard embedding A + bN9 again by A. If X is an 
d~V9~~-object we denote by X, the simplicial object given by X 0 Aop. We denote by 
XlxA the simplicial object X 0 (lx)op 0 Aop, where I is the unit interval, which we identify with 
A’. The maps io, il: l,, 1 + Ix induce maps ig, it: XlxA --f XA. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For any X : ~JVB”~ -+YbF, iz and i: are simplicially homotopic. 
Proof: Define the map (of sets) A( [q], [l]) x XlxL\s --) X*, as the adjoint of 
A([q], [l]) + &J’“W(Aq, A’ x A”) + ,spby(X,.b+ X,4 
f ++(A(_0 la4 
A computation shows that this defines a simplicial homotopy A’ x Xlxb --+ XA between 
ix and i:. Q.E.D. 
The above is of course true for many subcategories of y-08 and not just &NW, but this 
is the only case we need. 
Let X and Y be spaces. We say that two maps from X to Y are weakly homotopic, 
provided that they are homotopic when restricted to any compact subspace of X. Thus 
a map weakly homotopic to an identity map is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X be a simplicial space and suppose that any two face maps 
X, + X,_ 1 are weakly homotopic. Then for any map f in A, X(f) is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. 
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Proof For ai: X, +X,-r with i #q we have siai = ais,+, N ai+lsi+l = 1 where 
N means “weakly homotopic”. Since aisi = 1, both si and 8, are weak homotopy equiva- 
lences for 0 G i G q - 1. For a4 the conclusion follows from a,~,_ 1 = 1, and for s, it follows 
from aqs4 = 1. Q.E.D. 
We now recall some facts about simplicial path objects. Let P: A + A be the functor 
taking f: [n] + [m] to f,: [n + l] + [m + 11, where f,(O) = 0 and f*(i + 1) =f(i) + 1. The 
mapsd”: [n] + [n + l] give a map lA + P. If X is a simplicial object, its path object PX is 
X cl Pop. Thus the maps 8,: X,, 1 + X, give a map PX + X. Let c: A + A be the constant 
functor [n] H [O]. We abbreviate X 0 cop by X0. There are maps P + c + P given by 
[n + 11 + [0] -+ [n + 11, k H 0 t+ 0, whose composition in the other order is the identity 
of c. Thus there are maps PX + X0 + PX whose composition in the other order is the 
identity of X0. If X is a simplicial set the composition in the order above is simplicially 
homotopic to the identity of PX. See [18, Lemma I.S.l] for the simplicial homotopy. 
2.3. I-objects 
For n a non-negative integer, let (n) = (0, 1, . . . , n}. Let I be the category with objects 
all (n), and morphisms all maps of sets between its objects that fix 0. There is a functor 
Aop + I taking f: [n] + [m] in A to f*: (m) + (n) in F, where f* fits in a commutative 
diagram: 
id 
aA;------+ A; - A <m) 
incl 
aA,‘------+ A,’ 2 <n) 
Above, A,!, = A([m], Cl]), aAf = constant maps in Af, and n(a) = 0 if Q is constant, else 
J.(a) = mina-‘(1). Note that 1 induces a bijection Ak/aAf --) (m) which shows that f* is 
well defined and that f I+& is functorial. This functor gives, for every F-object X, 
a simplicial object which we also denote by X. 
Let X be a I-space. We say that X is very special if it satisfies the following three 
conditions: 
Il. X0 is contractible. 
I-2. The map(p,, pz, . . . ,pn): X,+X1 xX, x ... xX1 is a homotopy equivalence, 
where pk: X, + X1 is the map induced by the map (n) + (I) in F that maps all elements of 
(n) except k to 0. 
I-3. The set rro(X1) is a group with multiplication induced by X1 xX1 !p1,p2) X2%X1, 
where m is induced by the map (2) + (1) in F that maps only 0 to 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let X be a very special r-space which is the realization of a 
r-simplicial set. Then the following diagram is homotopy-Cartesian: 
x1 = (PX)o + PX 
do I I 
x0 - x 
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For a proof see [14, Proposition 1.51. Together with the previous results on path 
objects, this gives a homotopy equivalence from Xi to the loop space of (the realization 
of) x. 
2.4. Cyclic objects 
Recall the category A defined by Connes in [4]: it is generated by A c A together with 
maps cp: [p] + [ p] satisfying: 
(c,) P+i = 1 [PI, 
cpao = i?P, c,ai = t?-lcp_l, 1 < i < p, 
cpso = sP(cp+ #, $4 = Pep+ 1, 1 d i < p. 
The cyclic objects in a category are by definition the AOP-objects in that category. Recall 
from [8] that the realization of the simplicial set determined by a cyclic set has an 
S0(2)-action and that the realization of the simplicial map determined by a map of cyclic 
sets is SO(2)-equivariant. It follows that a cyclic multisimplicial set determines a multisim- 
plicial SO(2)-space, which in turn determines an SO(2)-space. Suppose now that G is a finite 
subgroup of SO(2), that X and Y are G-multisimplicial sets, resp. cyclic multisimplicial sets, 
and that f: X + Y is a G-multisimplicial, resp. cyclic multisimplicial, map. Then we say f is 
a G-homotopy equivalence if and only if 1 j-1 is one (in this paper “G-homotopy equivalence” 
means “strong G-homotopy equivalence”; see [3, Section l] for an introduction to 
equivariant homotopy theory). 
The main example of a cyclic set in this paper will be the cyclic nerve Ncy%? of a (small) 
category %‘, where 
N’,YV=(Co+C1+ ..* +Cp+Cp+,~Np+~GF:ICo=CP+~J 
aotco 2 Cl 2 VP- I . . . ~c,?+c,) = Cl 2cc,T$ ... %!+cpz+cl 
the maps ai, 1 < i < p, and si, 0 < i 6 p, are the restrictions of the corresponding maps of 
N,+,V to N>V, and finally c,: NCpY%? + Niy%? is given by 
If %’ is a groupoid then N%? embeds in NcY% via 
(COZC, 2 VP-Z C ‘.. - p 1 J!$Cp) H(CO~C~~ 1.. 2!z$cp_l yp_cp~co) _ 
where yp is defined by ypyp _1 . . . y. = lc,,. If T denotes the trivial groupoid with two objects 
then the embedding NT + NcYT is an isomorphism, therefore NCYT is contractible. It 
follows that an equivalence W + %” of categories induces a homotopy equivalence 
NcYW + NCY%“. If ij: % -P W x T denotes one of the two inclusions induced by the inclusions 
CO] + T, then a natural isomorphism 4: F. + F1 of functors %’ + g’ may be written as 
afunctor&:%~T+%“with&~=F~, j=O,l. 
Fix an integer k 3 1. The kth subdivision functor sdk: A + A is defined by 
Cnl I-+ Cnl u k, j-H f”“. 
More precisely, sdk maps [n - l] i[m - l] to [kn - l] L,[km - l] where for i E [kn - 11, 
say i = nq + I with 0 < q < k - 1 and 0 < r ,< n - 1, we define g(i) as nq + f(r). For any 
simplicial object X let sdkX denote X o(sdk)op. 
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LEMMA 2.1. If X is a simplicial set there is a natural homeomorphism hk j+om 1x1 to 
IsdkXI. Iffurther X is a cyclic set, then the action of(ckp+k_ Jp+l on Xkp+& 1 = sd!X gives 
a %?k-simplicial set and hk is then a map of %?k-spaces. 
See [l] for a proof. 
This, together with some elementary facts about G- C W-complexes (see for example [3, 
Section l]), implies the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let f: X + Y be a map of cyclic sets. Then f is a Vk-homotopy 
equivalence for all k 2 1 if and only if the induced map (sdkX)“‘, + (sdkY)wk is a homotopy 
equivalence for all k 2 1. 
Note that for any small category V there is an isomorphism $: (sdkNCY%?)“k + NcyV 
whose inverse sends a circular diagram to its “k-fold covering”. This implies the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. An equivalence %? -+ %?I of small categories induces a %k-homotopy 
equivalence Ncy% + NcYW’ for all k 2 1. 
Let M denote the multiplicative submonoid of Z consisting of 0 and 1. There is 
a splitting of cyclic sets 
NcyM = NCY{l}LIO 
where Op={(m,,...,mp)~M p+l = NCYM 1 mi = 0 for some i}. An easy computation P 
shows that 0 is simply connected and its homology groups vanish. Further, the isomor- 
phism $: (sdkNcyM)wk + NcyM restricts to an isomorphism from (sdkO)‘” to 0. Thus 
Proposition 2.4 implies that 0 has the %k-homotopy type of a point, for all positive 
integers k. 
3. FIBERWISE EUCLIDEAN NEIGHBORHOOD RETRACTS 
We say that a subspace A of R” is a Euclidean neighborhood retract (ENR) if the identity 
map of A extends to a neighborhood of A in R”. We say that a space B is ENR if it is 
homeomorphic to such an A. 
The two definitions of ENR are equivalent for subspaces of R”. If A c B are both ENRs 
then A has a neighborhood U in B deformable in B to A relative to A, i.e. maps h,: U + B 
exist for t E I with h,lA = A c B, ho = U c B, and h,(U) c A (where h: I + Map(U, B) is 
continuous). For proofs see [S, IV.81. 
Let &J%‘,-, be the full subcategory of ~090 with objects the (pointed) compact ENRs. If 
A + B is a map in ~~~0 we say it is a cofibration if it is injective. This is equivalent o the 
standard definition of the term (see [15]). Choose a one-point space * in &VS?O. We claim 
&?.k’-94?,, is a category with cofibrations in the sense of [18]: For any diagram of the form 
Cc A + B in &,+‘%J&, define C uA B as usual (i.e. pushout in Y&Y). Then the only 
non-trivial part in proving that &JVB?~ is a category with cofibrations amounts to showing 
C uA B is ENR if A + B is injective, and this is a special case of [16, Proposition 11.6.51. 
Now let B be a compact ENR and FOP/B the category of spaces over B. For any space 
X, we view subspaces of B x X as spaces over B using the projection B x X + B. We say that 
a space E over B is ENRB (Euclidean neighborhood retract over B) if there is an open subset 
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U of some B x R” over maps E A U 5 E over B whose composition is lE. Dold proves in 
[6] that if E is a compact ENR then E .!+ B is ENRa if and only if it is a Hurewicz fibration. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If X is a normal space over B, Y is a closed subspace, and E is ENRa, 
then any map Ys E over B extends over B to a neighborhood of Y in X. 
Proof Let E ?+ U 2., E be as in the definition of ENRB and extend ifto all of X using the 
Tietze theorem. If V is the inverse image of U, then the retraction composed with the 
extension gives a map V + E which extends f: Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If F c E are both ENRas and F is closed in E, then F is a retract over 
B of one of its neighborhoods in E. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If F c E is an inclusion of ENR,s and C is a closed subset of E contain- 
ing F, then any retraction over B of C onto F extends to a neighborhood retraction of E 
onto F. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If A, B, and C are compact ENRs, C = A v B, and E is a space over 
C such that EA is ENRA and Es is ENRB, then E is ENRc. 
Remark. If Y c X is an inclusion over B and A g: X + E are maps over B which agree 
on Y, and if E is ENRa, then f and g are homotopic over B relative to Y when restricted to 
some neighborhood of Yin X. The proof is essentially the same as in the special case B = *, 
as found in [S, IV.S]. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If F c E are both ENRas and F is closed in E then there is a neighbor- 
hood of F in E deformable over B in E to F relative to F. 
Proof: By Corollary 3.1 there is a neighborhood U of F in E and a retraction r: U + F. 
Now use the preceding remark with X = F, Y = U, f = r, and g = U c E. Q.E.D. 
Let B be a compact ENR. We define a category &a. The objects of&B are the compact 
ENRas E which are subspaces over B of some B x R”, together with a section s: B + E. The 
morphisms from E to E ’ are the maps over and under B. We make BB a pointed category by 
choosing the zero object B x R”. 
We claim that &‘B is a category with cofibrations if we define E + E ’ to be a cofibration if 
and only if it is injective. Note that this is equivalent o the natural definition of “cofibration 
over B” as given in [lo] for example (this is essentially a consequence of Proposition 3.2). 
Again the non-trivial part amounts to verifying Axiom Cof 3 of [18], and this follows from 
Proposition A.1 of the Appendix. 
If C is a compact ENR and 8: B + C is a continuous map, we define a functor a*: 
bc + gB as follows. If C 5 E is an object of b,, the corresponding object of &‘B is 
B --%a*E, where a*E = (ax l)-‘(E) (here 1 denotes the identity map of R”), and 
a*s(b) = (b, Psa(b)) E a*E c B x R” 
where P: C x R” --, R” is the projection. If f: E + E’ is a morphism in dc, then a*f: 
a*E + a*E’ is given by 
(a*f)(b, x) = (b, PfWb), 4) 
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Then a* is a pointed functor preserving cofibrations and the pushout diagrams of Axiom 
Cof3. In fact, 6 is a functor from J?JV.G@~~ to (small) categories with cofibrations. Recall from 
Section 2.2 the simplicial category with cofibrations 6A it determines. We will show in the 
next section that bA can be made into a simplicial category with cofibrations and weak 
equivalences whose K-theory is A(*). 
4. THE K-THEORY OF FIBERWISE ENRs 
Recall from [18] the definition of the K-theory associated to a category with cofibra- 
tions and weak equivalences. In this section we show that the K-theory of the simplicial 
category with cofibrations and weak equivalences dA is A(*) (up to homotopy), where for 
any compact ENR B, &B is viewed as a category with cofibrations and weak equivalences by 
letting the weak equivalences be the isomorphisms. We use the notation and terminology of 
[ 181 in what follows. 
Let %??V be the (small) category of pointed finite CW-complexes in (some) R” and 
pointed cellular maps considered as a category with cofibrations and weak equivalences as 
follows: A cofibration is (a map isomorphic to) a cellular inclusion and a weak equivalence is 
a weak homotopy equivalence of spaces. The algebraic K-theory of a point, written A( *), is 
defined to be the K-theory of %?%‘“. The category &B is also a category with cofibrations and 
weak equivalences with the same definition of “weak equivalence”. Because the projection 
p associated to an object E of bs is a fibration, and because the induced functor a* of a map 
C .L-rB in &JV~ is given by pullback along 8, I is in fact a functor from &JV@‘~ to categories 
with cofibrations and weak equivalences. We denote by w&~ the subcategory of weak 
equivalences in J?~. The inclusion of %?%‘” in bAa is an exact functor. Note that ?Zw and &B 
have cylinder functors, where T(X -+ Y) = * u.,,X x I uxx 1 Y, and the Cylinder Axiom of 
[18] is satisfied in both cases. Let Z denote the suspension functor on any of those 
categories. 
Let %w (O) (resp. d 2) be the full subcategory of VW (resp. S,O) consisting of the 
connected objects. These are subcategories with cofibrations and weak equivalences. It
follows from Proposition 1.6.2 of [ 181 that the maps wSZ: wS%V + wS%V and 
wSZ: wSG?V (‘) + wS%?w(‘) are homotopy equivalences. Note that E: VW + 97w factors 
as %!V 5 %?V (O) c 9%‘“. We have a commutative diagram 
WSE 
wsvw - wswv- 
WSZ \ 
wsev-‘“’ - w SWY- (O) 
where i is the inclusion. It follows that both i 0 wSC’ and wSZ’ 0 i are homotopy equivalences 
and therefore both i and wSZ’ are homotopy equivalences. Analogous remarks apply to 
d AO. Further, if we consider the subcategories %?“+V(l) and 8:; given by the simply 
connected objects, the same argument gives that the induced maps in K-theory of 
%?9V”) c VW”’ and S$ c 6 s are homotopy equivalences. 
THEOREM 4.1. The inclusion of WW in d A~ induces a homotopy equivalence in K-theory. 
Proof: By the remarks above, it suffices to show that the inclusion of VW(‘) in 
8:: induces a homotopy equivalence in K-theory. We prove this- by verifying that the 
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inclusion VW (I) + &’ has the Approximation Property (see [18, pp. 352-3531). The 
conclusion then follows from the Approximation Theorem ([18, Theorem 1.6.71). Condi- 
tion App 1 clearly holds, and we verify App 2. 
LEMMA 4.1. if X is a simply connected compact ENR then X has the homotopy type of 
a finite C W-complex. 
Proof: Say X c U c R”, and X is a retract of U, where U is open in R” and its closure is 
compact. We can write U as a union of a locally finite collection of cubes C1, Cz, . . . as 
follows. Consider all cubes in R” with vertices in (Z [ l/2] )” c R” and with side length = 1/2k, 
k = 1, 2,.... Choose a maximal cube C1 c U. Proceeding inductively, choose a maximal 
cube CI, c U - int (C, u ..a u Ck_ 1). Only finitely many C E {C,} intersect X since X is 
compact and { Ct > is locally finite. Their union has an obvious C W-structure and retracts on 
X. By [20], X has the homotopy type of a C W-complex K, which is then simply connected 
and dominated by a finite C W-complex. It follows from [19, Theorem F] that K, and 
therefore X, has the homotopy type of a finite C W-complex. Q.E.D. 
Now fix an object K of V%‘-“’ and a map K z!+ X in S$. By the previous lemma, we 
can find an object K. of VW (I) and maps X /!, K,,, K,, L X which are homotopy inverses 
of each other. Find a cellular map g: K + K,, homotopic to a of: In %?V”’ form the cylinder 
of g to obtain a diagram as in [18, p. 348) 
The map T(g) AK, LX equals bg v 6 when restricted to K v Ko. But 
g-af * bg-baf-f * bgvb-fvb 
and since bg v b extends to T(g), so does f v b: 
K- T(g) -Ko 
The triangle on the right shows that h is a weak equivalence and then the left triangle shows 
that App2 is satisfied. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.2. The canonical map wSb A0 + wSJ* is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof: We show that for fixed q the degeneracy d *O 46,, has the Approximation 
Property. Notice that F is given by A4 x . It is clear that F satisfies App 1. We show that it 
satisfies App 2. Fix an object X of &A0 and a map f: A4 x X + E in J?~, . 
Choose a point 6 E Aq. Since E >A4 is a fibration and A4 is contractible, E is fiber- 
homotopy-equivalent to A4 x x-‘(6). Let a: E * A4 x z-‘(S) and b: Aqx n-‘(6) + E be 
maps over A4 which are homotopy inverses over Aq. 
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Consider the composition A4 x X L E -%A4 x rc- ‘(6). We write (af)(d, x) = 
(d, (uf)&)). Define X lrrr- ’ (6) by x H (uf )&). Using a contraction of A4 to 6, we see that 
uf is homotopic over A’ to F(c). Form the cylinder of c in bAO so that we have a com- 
mutative diagram 
x- T(c) - t-----Z-‘(6) 
\\ -lp/f 
7t-‘(d) 
where II - ’ (6) has the basepoint induced by c. Now apply F to the diagram above and let 
F(p) g be the composition F(T(c))- F(n-‘(6))LE. We obtain a commutative diagram of 
maps over A‘i: 
F(X)- V(c3) 1 F(~-l(J)) 
Now F(X) v F(rr-i(6)) + F(T(c)) is a cofibration over A4 and 
boF(c)vb-boaofvb-fvb 
where N means “homotopic over Aqrr. Thus there is h : F(T(c)) + E making the following 
commutative. 
J’(X)- V-(c)) - t------F(z-l’(6)) 
The triangle on the right shows that h is a weak equivalence in &‘A’a, and then the triangle 
on the left shows that F satisfies App2. Q.E.D. 
For any category with cofibrations %? we write i% for the category of weak equivalences 
in V consisting of the isomorphisms of %‘. It is shown in the Corollary to Lemma 1.4.1 of 
[lSJ that the inclusion of s% in iS% is a homotopy equivalence, where s,V is the set of 
objects of i&V. For any category with cofibrations %, if WV is a subcategory of weak 
equivalences in %?, then G9 w denotes the full subcategory with cofibrations of $? with objects 
all C such that the canonical map * + C is in w%. 
THEOREM 4.3. The inclusion of sJA in w&5”,, is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof: We show that sl x N iSb 1 is contractible. The conclusion then follows from the 
Fibration Theorem ([ 18, Theorem 1.6.4]), since sJ* N iSJA. Here we need the fact that “the 
realization of a simplicial fibration up to homotopy is a fibration up to homotopy provided 
that the base is connected in every simplicial dimension” (see [17, Lemma 5.23 for a more 
precise statement and a proof). The Fibration Theorem applies to iJA,, c W&T&~, although 
~8~~ does not satisfy the extension axiom (see [18, p. 327]), because we can consider only 
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simply connected ENR*, and weak equivalences between simply connected spaces satisfy 
the extension axiom (a homology isomorphism between simply connected spaces is a weak 
homotopy equivalence). 
Let E -%B be a compact ENRB with section B 2+ E, and suppose o is a homotopy 
equivalence. Let F = I x E u I xE B. 
LEMMA 4.2. F is ENRIXS. 
Proof We may assume that for some disk D in R" we have an inclusion E c B x D 
over B. In the commutative diagram below, 
E 1-E 
proj. 
BxD- B 
the inclusion is a cofibration and p is a fibration and a homotopy equivalence. It follows 
that E is a retract (over B) of B x D, thus F is a retract of 
IxBxDu IxmB = B x (1 x D u ~a*) 
which is ENR ,xB, since I x D u 1 xD * is easily seen to be ENR,. Q.E.D. 
Let Ca be the exact functor from d g to 8’ TX B given by 
Cs(E z E’) = C,(E) c.(f! C,(E’) 
where 
C,(E) = {(t, b, ty): (b, y) E E c B x R"} 
with section I x B + C,(E) given by (t, b) H (t, b, ts(b)) where the section of E is given by 
b I+ (b, s(b)). By the previous lemma, C,(E) is indeed an object of S)“‘,. The map C,(f) is 
defined by C&X, b, TV) = (G b, V~Y)), where f(b, Y) = (U,(y)). 
In the notation of Proposition 2.1, C gives a map from 81 to S,W,, with i,*C = * and 
i:C = l,,. Note that (s.&~),,.. = s,(&?;;,) and by Proposition 2.1 s,$ is homotopic to 
s,if. It follows that s&l is contractible for each n, since s,iz os,C = * and 
s,i:os,C = 1. Q.E.D. 
5. A CYCLIC CATEGORY 
In this section we show that a certain “almost cyclic” object which we will study in 
Section 6 (namely 0’9) which does not have degeneracies, can be traded for another one 
that does. We begin by giving a summary of the problem. Fix a category % and consider the 
object O”V which is “almost a cyclic category”. The objects of Oj%? are precisely the 
elements of Niy%. A map from Co&Cc,~...sp- C,!!,Co to Cb2 C;2 . ..____. r,-1 C’ p 
2 Cb is a pair (s, I), where s = (so, s1 . . . . sp) and I = (ro, r1 ,..., rp) fit into commutative 
diagrams in %?: 
si 
Ci- C; 
fi 
ci-ci+l 
\ jr< 
ci 
Tr, f! Isi+, 
c:-c;,, 
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The reason that O”V is not a cyclic category is that there are no degeneracy maps 
Oj%? + Og+ 1$?, since given a map (s, I) as above, it is not true that the following commutes: 
I 
Ci ___* Ci 
T I 
ri St 
1 
c:- c; 
unless ri is an isomorphism instead of just a retraction in %. However, simplicial objects 
without degeneracies do have realizations, so the homotopy type of O”V is defined. We will 
construct a cyclic category O%? which has that homotopy type. 
Let W be the full subcategory of I with objects (0) and (1). The non-identity maps of 
W are a retraction (1) 1*(O), a section (0) A(l), and sr: (1) + (1). Let %? be a small 
category. We identify the B-maps in 9? with diagrams 
fo 
0 - Cb 
S;l Ii 
I s’ I’ 
Cl fi c; 
in %Z with rs and r’s’ identities, s’fo =fis, and for = r’fi. In addition to the usual composi- 
tion of Se-maps, which we call “horizontal”, there is a “vertical” composition of W-maps. In 
fact, there is a “bicategory” (see [17]) %‘%? with bimorphisms the W-maps in %‘, vertical 
morphisms the W-objects in g, horizontal morphisms the maps in V, and objects the objects 
of %?. 
View the multiplicative monoid (0, l> = M as a bicategory with trivial vertical direc- 
tion. Call an &map b, as in the previous diagram, special, if fi = s’for. Note that the 
horizontal composition of two bimorphisms is special if one of the bimorphisms is special. 
Thus M x 9%’ has a sub-bicategory r% whose bimorphisms are 
{(m, b): m = 0 =E- b is special}. 
For any bicategory B let NcYB be the (cyclic category) “cyclic nerve of B in the horizontal 
direction”. The restriction of M x .WZ + M to rW induces a map from NcYr’S to NCyM. We 
define 0% as the pullback of 0 c NcY M c NcYrV, where 0 is defined at the end of 
Section 2.4. 
We describe 0% more explicitly: obO,%? = 0,x NCp%? and a map in O,,$? from {mi, 
ci-2ci+l}isZ/p+l to {m:~ c:si c:+l}ioZ/p+l exists only if mi = rn{ (all i) in which case it is 
given by section-retraction pairs {Cir C:, C$ Ci}icz/p+i in % such that for each 
i E Z/p + 1 the diagram 
1; 
Ci - Ci+l 
is a bimorphism in B’S, special if mi = 0. 
Let @ be the subcategory of A consisting of the injective maps. Thus any simplicial 
object determines a P’-object. A Oop-space X has a realization (IXII with the following 
properties (see [14]): X H 11 X 11 is a functor from Qop-spaces to spaces; if X + Y is a map of 
@0p-spates with X, + Y, a weak equivalence for all n, then 11 X (I + I( Y II is a weak equiva- 
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lence; finally, if X is a simplicial space arising from the partial realization of a bisimplicial 
set, then there is a natural weak equivalence (1 X )I + (XI. Thus Proposition 2.4 implies the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let f: X + Y be a map ofcyclic sets. Zfthe induced mapfrom 11 (sdkX)‘Bk 11 
to 11 (sdk Y)‘, 11 is a homotopy equivalence for all k > 1 then f is a gk-homotopy equivalence for 
all k > 1. 
Observe 0 has a OOP-subset O”, 0: = { (0, 0, . . . , 0) >. If X is any @‘P-category, there is 
a natural isomorphism X z 0’ xX. There are QoP-subcategories O”% c 048” of O$? 
defined as follows: O”V is the pullback of 0’ c 0 + 0%. The objects of 0%’ are the objects 
of 0% and its morphisms are all morphisms of @8 that have all their associated bimor- 
phisms special. There is a natural isomorphism 0 x O”V x O%‘, which, together with the 
isomorphism 0’ x 0’59 z O”%?, shows that the inclusion O”V c OV” is isomorphic to 
0’ x O”% c 0 x OO%?. In particular, the inclusion O”V c 0%’ is a homotopy equivalence. 
Suppose now that F is a cyclic subset of NC”%?, and that Z is a subcategory of the vertical 
morphisms of 9%’ containing all objects of %?. Let O,(F, I) be the subcategory of O,,V with 
objects 0, x Fp and morphisms all morphisms of O,,% between elements of 0, x FP with all 
the associated vertical morphisms of 93% in I. Then O(F, I) is a cyclic subcategory of 0% 
with OoP-subcategories O’(F, I) c O(F, I)’ defined as follows: O’(F, I) is the pullback of 
O”% c 0% 2 O(F, I) and O(F, Z)’ is the pullback of 6%” c 0% 2 O(F, I). The inclusion 
O’(F, I) c O(F, I)” is a homotopy equivalence for the same reason O”% c CMp” is one. If 
Z contains all the vertical morphisms of 93% we write OF (resp. @OF) for O(F, I) (resp. 
O’(F, I)). 
We say that a subcategory A of B is a right ideal in B if the following condition is 
satisfied: For any a 5 b in B, if a is an object of A then /3 is a morphism of A. 
PROPOSITION 5.2 Zf for all p 3 0 the category O,(F, I) is a right ideal in O,%, then 
O’(F, I) c O(F, I) is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof We show that O(F, I)” c O(F, I) is a homotopy equivalence. For each n 3 0 we 
give a retraction N,O(F, I)+ N,O(F,Z)” such that the composition N,O(F, I)+ 
N,O(F, Z)s c N,O(F, I) is a homotopy equivalence. 
For any bicategory B we denote by NB the (simplicial category) “nerve of Z? in the 
vertical direction”, and we identify NNCyB and NcyNB whenever no confusion seems likely. 
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Note that T,, is not a functor because it does not take identities to identities. However, it 
does “preserve composition”, i.e. (if ff’ is defined then) T,,(f) T,(f’) (is defined and) equals 
7’,,(ff’). This is enough to produce a map of @“-sets from NcYN,W%? to NCYN,9&?. Let T1 
denote the identity of N,&?%‘. Then T: M x N,r% -P NJ% defined by 7(m’, m, C) = 
(m, T,,(C)) also preserves composition, and therefore induces a @‘Op-map 
NCYM x NcYNnrV + NcYN,r%‘. The last map restricts to a map from NCYM x N,O%’ to 
N,OV (this is clear), which in turn restricts to a map from NcYM x N,O(F, I) to N,O(F, I) 
(we check this below). 
We have to check that the map NCyM x N,O% + N,OW takes NcyM x N,O(F, I) in 
N,O(F, I). The image of (m’, m, C) E NTM x N,O,W under that map, say (m, C’), has the 
same vertical morphisms in 88 as C. Thus it remains to show that the rows of C’ are in F,. 
This follows from the fact that O,(F, I) is a right ideal in 0,V. 
We claim the restriction 0 x N,O(F, I) 5 N,O(F, I) is a homotopy equivalence: con- 
sider the diagram 
N,O(F, I)=@ x N,O(F, Z)zN,O(F, I) 
21 t I/ 
\ Idiag 
NnW, 0 
/ 
where diag is induced by the mapr% + M x ~9, (m, 6) H (m, m, b). The left triangle clearly 
commutes. The right triangle commutes because T,(C) = C if (m, C) E N,rW. Finally proj is 
a homotopy equivalence since 0 is contractible, showing that G’ is a homotopy equiva- 
lence. 
Now observe that 0’ x N,O(F, I) c 0 x N,O(F, I) 2 N,O(F, I) factors as the com- 
position 0’ x N,O(F, I) 2 N,O(F, I) c N,O(F, I) since all the bimorphisms of T,(C) are 
special for any map C in N&M. 
We claim N, O(F, I) 2 0’ x N,O(F, I) :N,O(F, Z)s is the map we want: it is a retrac- 
tion since To(C) = C for any map C in N,@# consisting of special bimorphisms, and the 
composition N,O(F, I) 5 0’ x N,O(F, I) zN,O(F, Z)s c N,O(F, I) equals N,O(F, I) 4 
0’ x N,O(F, I) c 0 x N,O(F, I) 5 N,O(F, I) which is a homotopy equivalence since so is 
0’ c 0 and G’. Q.E.D. 
Finally, we note that these constructions are natural in the following sense. If V is 
a D-category, F is a D-cyclic subset of NcY%?, and Z is a D-subcategory of the vertical 
morphisms of %?%?, then O(F, I) is a D-cyclic category with a D x VP-subcategory O’(F, I). 
6. FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 
Let B be a compact ENR. We define a category gB: the objects are all (E, F) with E an 
ENRB in some B x R” and F a compact subset of E and the morphisms from (E, F) to 
(E’, F’) are germs along F of maps of pairs f: (U, F) + (E’, F’) where U is an open subset of 
E, f is over B, and the restriction F + F’ is a homeomorphism. Note that Y is an 
d_.VSP-category for the same reason d is one. 
We call an endomorphism of (E, F) in NY%, a k-periodic point problem if F is the 
k-periodic point set of one of its representatives. For p 2 0 we call a p-simplex of NcYBs 
a k-periodic point problem if so is one of its vertices. The k-periodic point problems form 
a cyclic subset of NcYSB which is preserved by the induced maps NcYgs + NCYYc of maps 
C -+ B. Further, if we write PkpB = k-periodic point problems in NY98 then 
O,Bks c O,QB is a right ideal, in fact: 
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l For any p and 0 E NiyBB, if a vertex of 0 is in ykorr then o is in BkpB (thus NcY3 = 
z~‘J.I(N~~~ - gk)). 
l For all W-objects (s, r) in gB and all f in NyQB with sfr defined, sfr E gkoB if and only if 
f~ gkOB (thus 03 = O&I.I(OS - 09,)). 
We will say “fixed point problem” instead of “l-periodic point problem” and we write 
9 instead of 8i. Note that the isomorphism $: (sdkNc’g)‘gk + Ncy% restricts to an 
isomorphism from (sdk4”)‘” to pk. 
In this section we construct maps @FixA + Hb 1 @Fix, + ZA c OFA which are 
%‘k-homotopy equivalences for all k > 1, and we shall analyze the %k-homotopy type of 
@Fix in later sections. We first construct J& c @PA. Let Is be the subcategory of the 
vertical morphisms of WYr, defined as follows. An g-object (s, r) in ‘SB is in Is if and only if 
s is (the germ of) an inclusion. Let &’ = O(S, I) c OS. 
LEMMA 6.1. The inclusion XA c OFA is a Vk-homotopy equivalence for all k 2 1. 
Proof: We show that N& c N,OF,, is a gk-homotopy equivalence for all k > 1, 
n 2 0, and B E obbN@. We use the following simple fact. 
If X, Yi, and Y, are G-spaces, f: X + Yi LI Y, is a G-homotopy equivalence, and 
Xi =f-‘( Yi), then the restriction f: Xi + Yi is a G-homotopy equivalence. 
Observe that NcYrY = @gII(Ncy{ l} x Ncy%%) and OY = @SrI.I((oa - 09). Let 
&‘b be the “horizontally full” subbicategory of WSs with vertical morphisms Is. Let 
Zi = M x .%l, n rYB. Then S = Ncy3Ep” n 09. Thus it suffices to show that the inclu- 
sion of N,NcySi in N,NcYrQB is a Vk-homotopy equivalence. This will follow from 
Proposition 2.5 if we show that the inclusion N,.%;5 c NJ%‘~ is an equivalence of catego- 
ries. This is true for essentially the same reason that the category of n composable injections 
is equivalent o the category of n composable inclusions. Q.E.D. 
For B a compact ENR and n a non-negative integer let Si be the full subcategory of gB 
with objects all (E, I;) E obQB such that E = B x R” and let FixZ, = Ncy3; n FB. Let 
@Fix” = 0 x Fix”. There is a stabilization maps: @Fix” + @Fix”+’ defined as follows. 
For m E M = (0, 1) let & denote the map from R to R given by multiplication by m. 
Wearegiven(m,C)EOpFix~withm=(mo,ml,..., mp_ 1, mJ E 0, and C E FixiB given by 
Co 2C,i: . ../.-!C,2 Co with Ci = (B X R”, Fi). (64 
Let s(m, C) = (m, C’) E O,Fixi+‘, where C’ is the diagram 
C’ /ox& 
o- 
C’ /,x61 /p-Lx&-l C’ /px%tp I--_, . ..- p+ Cb, with C[ = (B x R”+l, Fi). (64 
Let 0 Fix be the colimit over n of 0 Fix”. In order to compare 0 Fix and 3’ we need an 
intermediate object &’ 1 @Fix. 
Fix ([p], B) E ob A x 6x41 and view (the set) O,FixB as a (discrete) category. There is an 
inclusion i”: O,FixZ, + XpB. We claim that there is a map&,: i” + i”+ls in (&“B)o@;. 
Let II: R”+’ + R” be the (orthogonal) projection for which i: R” c R”+ ’ is a section. For 
(m, C) E O,Fixj, with C as in (6.1) and C’ as in (6.2) let $p,B_,C be the following morphism 
of &,: 
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Every square above is a bimorphism in WQB, special if mi = 0. Further, B x i is (the germ of) 
an inclusion. This shows that &r,+,c is a map in X,,a. Since O,Fixi is discrete, the 
assertion that 4p,B is natural is vacuously true. Note that for any map 8: ([p], B) + ([p’], 
B’) in Axb_MW we have a*+,,,,F;,,, = 4p,B;a*(m,C) (in the notation of [12], 
4 E Horn (0 Fix”, 2)). 
We are now ready to define X 1 @Fix. For ([p], B) E obA x ~JVW, let S& 1 O,Fix$ 
have objects all maps C + i”(C) in XpB with d E ob%,,B and C E O,Fixi. A map in 
S& 1 O,,Fix; from C -+ i”(C) to C’ + i”(C’) exists only if C = C’, in which case it is given 
by a map C + 6’ making the obvious triangle commute. There are forgetful functors 
O,Fix’; + SpB 1 O,Fix; -+ J&. 
LEMMA 6.2. The map SpB 1 O,Fix; + O,Fixlfi is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof: For any C in (the set) O,,Flx i, the connected component of (the category) 
X& 1 O,,Fixs containing C _!, C has C _!+ C as a terminal object. Q.E.D. 
All this is sufficiently natural to give a Aop x bJ(rSVP-category S 1 @Fix” and maps 
0 Fix” c 3’ 10 Fix” + S. In fact, we have a commutative diagram 
0 Fix”+’ t----S 1 @Fix”+‘- Af 
where the map $ evaluated at the object d --, i”(C) of XpB 10 FixZ, is the composition 
C + i”(C) %i”’ ‘s(C). Th e map 4 is defined in (6.3). Let 2 1 0 Fix be the colimit (with 
respect to 9) of S 1 0 Fix”. We obtain a diagram 0 Fix c 2 1 0 Fix + &‘. 
THEOREM 6.1. In the diagram 0 FixA + XA 10 FixA + %A c 09~ all maps are 
Vk-homotopy equivalences for all k 2 1. 
Proof: Fix k 2 1 and let D = Wp x ~JV%“‘~. There are D-categories 
@Per; = $(sdkOFix”)YkH = @(y’,,I) 
@‘Perj: = t,b(sdkGOFix”)” Ho = @‘(81,,1) 
as well as a map of diagrams a, + a, + 1, where a, is the diagram 
@‘Per;-Ho 1 @‘Per;- HO 
-I I -I 
@Per: 1 Hl@PerB - H 
where the definitions of H 1 @Per: and Ho 1 @‘Per; are completely analogous to the 
definition X 1 0 Fix”, and, as before, the map from a,, to a, + 1 is given by s on the left, 
9 on the center, and the identity on the right. Above, the inclusion of @‘Per; in @Per; is 
a homotopy equivalence because 0 is contractible, the inclusion of Ho in H is a homotopy 
equivalence by Proposition 5.2, and the left horizontal maps are homotopy equivalences by 
the same argument as in Lemma 6.2. 
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Consider the colimit of the diagrams a,. It is a diagram of the form 
@‘Perk-Ho 1 @‘Perk- HO 
-I I -I 
@Per, L HIOPerk - H 
Note that (sd’(&’ 1 @F~x))‘~ is isomorphic to H 1 @Perk. In fact, the bottom row of the 
diagram above is isomorphic to the diagram obtained from 
by applying sdk, taking fixed points of %k, applying $, and forgetting the degeneracies in the 
O-direction. Thus it suffices to prove that the map Hi 1 @‘Perk, -+ Hi is a homotopy 
equivalence. It would then follow that all maps of the above diagram are homotopy 
equivalences (after restricting from 8’J)rWop to Aop), and the conclusion of the theorem 
would follow from Proposition 5.1. We show that in fact for [m] E obA and Cp] E ob@ the 
map N,(H$l @EPer& + N,HiA is a fibration and a homotopy equivalence. 
A typical element of N, HzB is a diagram 
where C{ = (E{, Fj) E obQa, such that E{ c E{+ 1 (on the level of germs), ri is (the germ of) 
a retraction for which E{ c E{+ 1 is a section, the k-periodic point set of each row is F”, and 
each square represents a special bimorphism. The last condition implies that the maps 
{fi>i>O are determined by (fi,$, . . . ,f{). We abbreviate such a diagram by 
((f:J& *** ,f[), {r{}~~~~~_r). Further, Nm_l(HiB 1 C$Per~!) may be identified with 
a subset of N,HiB, namely the set of all diagrams as above with E’, = I3 x R” for all 
j E Z/p + 1. With these identifications, the map from N,(HjB 1 @iPerk,) to N,H$ is 
Now fix a diagram 
aAq 2 K,(H;A 1 @FPerkA) 
n 1 
B 
A4 - NJ% 
Since aAq is finite, f lifts to N,(Hz,, 1 @zPer$,) for some a. Let 8 be represented by an 
element Q of N,H& say cr is given by diagram (6.4). We may assume that all E{ are subsets 
of A4 x R” by increasing n if necessary. 
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Let + be represented by T E N,(H& _1 0,0PeridA4 ) (that such a representation exists is 
a consequence of Corollary 3.3), say z = ((go, gi, . . . , gp), {ti}~~~.‘~). Since the diagram 
above commutes, gj = f$j aAq and tj = I{ 1 aAq for 0 SZ i 6 m - 1 and all j E Z/p + 1. 
We want to find p E N,,,HjAg with plaAq = t and p = ((fg,fl,...J{), {ri}~~&‘~). We 
have all the ingredients for p except the retractions {r~}jOz’p+l. These should satisfy 
rAlaAq = t ‘,. That such I’, exist is implied by Corollary 3.2. Q.E.D. 
7. FIXED POINT PROBLEMS IN EUCLIDEAN SPACE 
We prove in this section that 0 FixA has the Vk-homotopy type of O,“_ I FixA. The proof 
will be an application of Proposition 2.2, i.e. we will show that certain face maps are weakly 
homotopic. This is done in the proof of Lemma 7.5 where we write down a lot of 
homotopies. To illustrate the ideas involved, we give below a sketch of that proof for the 
special case k = p = 1. 
Given a fixed point problem 
A = (R”, Fo) 2(R”, F,)2(R”, Fo) 
we will construct a “path of fixed point problems” 
(4 = (R” x R”, C,) %(R” x R”, G,)}, < t < b 
between 
B,, = (R” x R”, F. x 0) =%(R” x R”, F. x 0) 
(thus B, “stably equals” a0 A = (R”, F,) %(R”, Fo)) and 
Bb = (R” x R”, F1 x 0) /L(R” x R”, F1 x 0) 
(thus & “stably equals” &A). The path {B,} will be a concatenation of two paths 
meeting at 
where 
C = (R” x R”, F1 2 Fo) % (R” x R”, F1 2 Fo) 
and 
Fi 2 Fo = {(xJ-i(x))lx o Fr 1 = {(&I(X), $1~ E Fo) 
fi 2 fo (x9 Y) = (fo(YM (4) 
(we abuse notation by identifying a map with its germ). Notice that the fixed point set of 
fi 2 f. is indeed F1 R F,, which is compact (in fact homeomorphic, via the projections, to 
both F1 and F,), thus C is indeed a fixed point problem. 
We give below the path from B, to C only, the path from C to & being similar. It will 
again be a concatenation of two paths, namely 
{(R” x R”, F1 2 Fo) 2(R” x R”, F1 k F,)},, <, <, 
with 
and 
Mx, Y) = ((I - t)fofr(x) + r_MY)*fi(x)) 
((R” x R”, F1 2 tF,) -k(R” x R”, F1 ii tF,,)}, < f < 1 
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with 
and 
The easy verification of the facts that F1 2 F. is the fixed point set of h, and that F1 R tFo is 
the fixed point set of k, is left to the reader. 
THEOREM 7.1. For all k 3 1 the composition 
GE_ 1 FixA c Ok_ 1 FixA = sdtOFix* + sdkOFixb 
is a Wk-homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. We show that the inclusion of Ok... 1 Fix, in sdkOoFixA is a Wk-homotopy 
equivalence. Let 0’ c 0 denote the simplicial set generated by Oo. Thus 0: is the singleton 
containing (1, 1, . . . , 1,O) E Mp+’ and the inclusion 0’ c 0 is a homotopy equivalence. Let 
@‘Per; denote the pullback of the following diagram: 
Thus 0’ Per; = 0’ x $(sdk Fix”)Uik, in particular the canonical map from O’Perj: to 
(sdkO Fix”)‘k is a homotopy equivalence. 
The stabilization map @Fix” + @Fix”+’ induces a map @‘Per; + @‘Per{+“. Let 
0’ Perk = COlitn @ ’ Per;. Thus @ ’ Perk is the pullback of 
t,b(sdkOFix)wk -+ l(l(sdkO)‘* = 0 1 0’ 
and the canonical map 0’ Perk + (sdkO Fix)wk is a homotopy equivalence. 
Recall that @‘Per; = (sdkOOFix”)‘k and @‘Perk = (sdkOoFix)‘” (these do not have 
degeneracies in the O-direction). Fix 1 dividing k and let m = k/l. Observe that for each 
n there is a commutative diagram 
(O,“_ 1 Fix”)“’ x sd~O”Per~~sd~O’Perf 
(sdkOo Fix”)C1 x sd”O’Per; 5 sd”O’Peri’ 
where the isomorphisms on the left are given by sd$@ and sd’“$ and the isomorphisms on 
the right are induced by the (unique) isomorphism between the QoP-sets 0’ and 0’. 
LEMMA 7.1. For all positive integers k and non-negative integers p and n the diagram 
commutes up to homotopy. 
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Proof: We have to show that two maps from O:Pe& to OiPer;b+’ are homotopic. 
Define a: 0; Per:, + @bPer;.&‘, by mappmg 
((A”xR”, F<) %AqX R”, Fi+l))iEZ/p+i 
to 
{(IxAqxR”+l, F~)~(ZxAqXR”“,F:+~)}ic~,p+~ 
where Fl = IX Fi and 
fi(t, d, x, y) = WX4 4,0), i = P 
(t, f;_(d, x), ty), 0 G i < p - 1. 
The conclusion now follows from Proposition 2.1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.2 For all positive integers k and non-negative integers n the diagram 
II @“Pe& II -2 11 @‘Per% (I 
I I 
i I 
11 OOPer~~’ I) -2 II OlPer;b+’ II 
commutes up to homotopy. 
Proof: We have to show that two maps from II OIPe&II to IIO’Per~~’ II are 
homotopic. Call these maps (/o[~ /( and /(a2 (1. Let PI: @‘Per% + @Per&be the inclusion 
’ and flz: OlPe& + OPe& be the composition @‘Per;, 4 @‘Per” kd ZOPe&. Since 
the projection rc of @Per;! on @‘Per;, is a homotopy equivalence, and since 
nB1 = 7$2 = l@‘per;*’ )I /?I 11 and II p2 II are homotopic. The conclusion follows from the 
commutative diagrams 
I Bj II 
@Per& - stab’ @Per:,+ l 
forj= 1,2. Q.E.D. 
We state the following elementary fact as a lemma. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let {Xi, x}i= 1, 2 be C W-complexes which are the union of subcomplexes 
{Xl, y;};_=,‘,$” and let X1 AX, and Y, 5 Y2 be jltration preserving maps. Suppose that 
there are homotopy equivalences (Xl 2 Y~)~~~,‘~‘~” such thatfor each n we have ghl = hzf: 
Suppose also that hf is homotopic to hl+’ ) Xl for i = 1,2. Then if g is a homotopy equivalence, 
so is f: 
Thus the following lemma completes the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
LEMMA 7.4. For each k 2 1, the simplicial space [p] H 10: PerkAl is constant up to 
homotopy. 
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Proof: It suffices by Proposition 2.2 to show that any two face maps of 10’ PerkAl are 
weakly homotopic. This will follow if we show that for every n.any two compositions 
and 
” 0: Pert, ---+ Oj_ 1 Per% +O~-lPer&+l)” 
are homotopic. Using Lemma 7.1 we obtain Lemma 7.4 from the next lemma. 
LEMMA 7.5. For all positive integers n and p, and for all i with 0 d i < p - 1 the two 
compositions 
0 g Per;! - & O,O_lPer~,-tO~_lPer~~“” 
and 
are homotopic. 
Remark. The reason for going back and forth between 0’ Per,, and 0’ PerkA is that the 
former has degeneracies (these are needed in order to apply Proposition 2.2) and the latter is 
the fixed point set of %k in sdkO’ FixA (note that 0’ Perk,, is not the fixed point set of %?k in 
sdkO1 Fix*, in fact sdkO’ FixA is not invariant under %k in sdkOFixh). 
Proof of Lemma 7.5. If p > 2 then using the action of wB,+ 1 on 0: Per!, and the action of 
wgp on 0,0_ 1 Per&+ lb4 we may assume that i = 0. Let &, (resp. 8;) denote the first (resp. 
second) composition in the statement of the lemma. Both of these will be compared to c(: 
0,O Pe& + 0: Per&+ I)” defined as follows. 
For any space X and any m E Z, m 2 0, we write P for the projection from X x R” to R”. 
Recall the action of %k+ 1 on R (k+l)n defined in Section 2.1, and let c be the self-map of 
A9 x Rtk+ ‘)” given by c(d, x) = (d, c k + 1 (X)). Fix an element r Of 0: Per%, given by 
r = {(A’XR”, Fi)3(AqXR”, Fi+l))iez/p+l. (7.1) 
ForO<igpdefinegi:Fi+Fobygi=f,... ~+lfi.ForO<i<p-lletF~bethefollow- 
ing compact subset of A4 x Rtk+ l)“: 
Fi = {(d, x, Pgk-‘gi+l(d,x), *a* ,Pgogi+,(d,x),Pgi+l(d,x))I(d,x)EFi+lJ 
=((d,P~...fogko-‘(d,x),Pgkg-‘(d,x),...,Pgo~t,x),x)I(d,x)~Fo}. 
Define 
C; = (A’ x Rtk+ ‘I”, F;), O<i<p-2 
f::C:+C:+,,f:(d,x, ,..., xk)=(h+l(d,x,,),xl,..., xk), O<i&p-2 
fb_ 1: c;_ 1+ c;, f;-,(d, xo, . . . , xk) = CMd,Xk), Pf,(d, Xo), XI, . . . ,xk-1). 
We define a(z) to be {C~~C~+l}i~Z,~. We have to check that {C~<C~+l}iEz/p is in 
O~_lPer~~““, i.e. we need to check that F; is the k-periodic point set of 
ff _ 1 . . . fbfb- 1 . . . fj. This follows for all i if it is true for i = 0 and if f: maps Fj homeomor- 
phically onto F: + 1. We indicate how the hardest of the two statements may be checked, i.e. 
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that Fb is the fixed point set of 
(fb . ..fb)& = (co((j__o If* Ofi) x 1R”-1)“XA,4 fo))! 
It follows from the equations 
. c~(Goxas... X*qGk-lX~qGk)=(GkX~qGoX~4... XAqGk_l)oC 
0 The fixed point set of c-l ‘(Kk x&‘1 . . . xA,K1 x,,&) is 
((4 xo, . . . ,x,,)I(d,x,)Ef.p. set of&_,0 ... oKoand(d,xi_1)=Ki(d,xi)forl<i<n} 
where Gi and Ki are maps A4 x R” --f A4 x R” over Aq. 
We will define maps H(j): @,0Peri, + O~-l~erklxA (k+l)” for 1 < j < 6 by mapping z as in 
(7.1) to I given by 
{(ZXA~XR(~+~)“,F~~)) c (IxAq~R(~+l)“,Fli:~)l~~~,~. 
Define H(r) by 
F;“=zxF;, o<i<p- 1 
(1) fi =ZXf{, O<i<p-2 
f;1U,4~o,~1, . . . 7 xk) = (t, 4 (1 - Wfo _I$, Xo) +  W&L xk), Pf,(d, xo), ~1, . . . , xk- 1). 
In the notation of Proposition 2.1, i:H”’ = ~1. 
Define 
@,d, xo, ~1, . . . , X/cb+(t, d, Xo, lx,, . . . ,txk) 
and define H@’ by 
pi” = T,(Fil’), 0 < i < p - 1 
f~kAxo,xl, . . . ,Xk)=(t,d,PfOfp(d,xo),tpf~(d,xo),xl,...,xk-l). 
Then i* H’*’ = ig H(l). Note that the difference between ix H’*’ and ah is that the former has 
some “ x 1 instead of x0”. Replacing “ x 1” by “ xt”, as in the proof of Lemma 7.1, we obtain 
a homotopy between ig H(*) and &. 
Define Hc3) by 
$’ = Fi”, O<i<p-1 
f;“‘=f;l’, l<i<p-1 
fb"'W, x0,x1, 1.. , xk) = (4 4 (1 - W’f, fo(4 XI) + tpfi (4 Xoh XI 7 . . . 3 xk). 
Then i:Hc3’ = a. 
Define 
kd, xo, xl, . . . , Xk)H(t, 4 txo, XI, . . . rxk) 
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and define Hc4’ by 
Fj4’ = Fy’, l<i<p-1 
F:’ = T&‘) 
fi4’=fi3’, O<i<p-2 
flfL(t, 4 x0, x1, .*. ,xd = (t,4tW,(d,x,c), V&4xo),xl, . . . ,+I). 
Then ifHt4) = igHc3). 
Define 
(t,d,xo,xl, . . . , Xk)H(t,d,Xg,X1,tX2,...,tXk) 
and define Ht5) by 
F!” = T,(Fy'), 1 < i < p - 1 
F;’ = T&f’) 
fj”‘=fi4’, l<i<p-1 
fb5'k 4 x0, Xl, *-. 9xk) = (t, 4 PflfoM XI), ~XI, X2, . . . ,Xk). 
Then i:H(5) = izH(4). 
The map 
R’:R”xR”+R”xR” 
(x9 Y)H(Y, (-1)“x) 
is in SO(2n). Choose a path R, in SO(2n) with R. = lRzn and RI = R’. Define H’@ by 
FY’ = Fi5’, l<i<p--1 
fy’=fy’, l<i<p-2 
Fb6’=~(t,d,Rr(xo,xl)r~2,...,Xk)((t,d,~o,X1,X~,...,xt)~FbS’} 
f~~&,d,xo,x~,... , xk) = (4 4 R,(O, PfpV, xo)), XI, ... , xk-1) 
f66k 4 xo, xl,..., xk) = (t, 4 (pfifo X W, R;‘(xo, XI)), x2,.--, xk). 
Then ilt: H f6) = ix Hc5) and the difference between ip H@) and 8; is that the former has some 
“ x 1 instead of x0”. Replacing “ x 1” by “ xt”, as in the proof of Lemma 7.1, we obtain 
a homotopy between i: H’@ and 8;. Q.E.D. 
8. A TOPOLOGICAL PONTRYAGIN CONSTRUCTION 
Let G be a finite group acting by linear isometries on some R”. Recall that we view S” as 
R” u co with co as the basepoint. We define a pointed action of G on S” by requiring that 
R” c S” is a G-map. As usual, SPX will denote the space of pointed maps from S” to the 
(pointed) space X. Thus n”S” is a (pointed) G-space via the mapping space action. 
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If X is a space, define an equivalence relation on 509(X, S”) by “germ along the 
vanishing set”, i.e. 
f-g o f-‘(O)=g-‘(0) and3VopeninXwith 
f-‘(0)~ V andflV=glV. 
Let YA = singular complex of R”S”. We identify 
YA., = Y-o9((A” x S”, A4 x co), S”, co)). 
Thus 9, is a G-simplicial set. Let gAq = 9’J w and 71: YA4 + PA,, be the canonical map. 
Then pA is a G-simplicial set, and YI: Y& + gA a G-simplicial map. As the notation YA and 
p,, suggests, there are obvious functors Y and 9 from 6.1Vz%3?~~ to G-sets, whose restriction 
to ADp gives 9’* and YA, and the same is true for rc. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. The map z is a G-homotopy equivalence. 
Proof We show that for any subgroup H of G the restriction Yf; + yf is a homotopy 
equivalence. Since 9: and 9: are fibrant simplicial sets, it suffices to show that the relative 
simplicial homotopy groups vanish. Fix a commutative diagram 
We construct homotopies F’: I x aAq + 9: and f’ : I x Aq + 9: satisfying: 
l Fb = F and& =f, 
l f’[ I x aAq = ~cF’, 
l Forsomeg:Aq+9’~wehaveng=f’randg1aAq=F’r. 
Let F correspond to an H-map T: aAq x S” -+ S” and f correspond to n(a) where c is 
a map from A4 x S” to S” which is an H-map near its vanishing set. Using Proposition 2.1 we 
see that the construction of F’ (resp. f’) is reduced to the construction of z’: (I x aAq x S”, 
I x aA x co) + (S”, co) (resp. IT’: (I x A4 x S”, I x A4 x co) + (S”, co)) satisfying: 
l T’ is an H-map and 0’ is an H-map near its vanishing set, 
l r’~{O)xaAqxSn=randa’~{O}xAqxSn=~, 
0 a’ I I x aAq x S” - z’, 
l a’~{1}xAq~SnisanH-map,anda’~{1}x~AqxS”=z’~{1}x~AqxS”. 
Let~=a(aAqxS”.FindUopeninaAqxS”witht-’(O)=~-’(O)c Uandti~U=r[I. 
We may assume that both t and 6 carry the complement of U outside {x E R”: 1x1 c E} for 
some positive real number E. We may also assume that 0 is an H-map on c-‘({x E R”: 
1x1 < 4). 
Let h: (S” - 0, oo)+(R”,O) be defined by xt+(1/Ix12)x and observe that h is a G- 
homeomorphism since G acts by linear isometries on R”. Choose a (continuous) map ,I from 
R to I so that n(x) = 0 for 1x1 < I/E and I(x) = 1 for 1x1 2 2/~. Define CI: I x S” + S” by 
4(x) = I x, XER” and 1x1 <s/2 hKl((tl(lh(x)l) + 1 - t)h(x)), otherwise 
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so that c1 has the following properties: 
l All CC, are pointed G-maps, 
0 cI9 = l,., 
l For all t in I and x in R” with 1x1 < s/2 we have at(x) = x, 
l For all x in R” with 1x1 > E we have al(x) = co. 
Thus we may take t’ (resp. a’) to be (1, x z)oa (resp. (lr x a)oa). Q.E.D. 
Define the functor 3 from ~JVW’~ to G-sets by 
ZZa= 
( 
uO,.“i BxR” (f: U -, R” If-‘(O) is compact) N 
where w is again “germ along the vanishing set”: 
f-g-f-‘(O)=g-‘(O)and3WopeninBxR”with 
f- 1 (0) c W and f and g defined and equal on W. 
The action is again the mapping space action, where cfis defined on CU iffis defined on U. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. The finctorsfrom ~JV&?‘O~ to G-sets 22’ and 9 are isomorphic. 
Proof: There is an injective map 9 + 3’ given by restriction to the inverse image of R”. 
We show it is surjective. 
Fix a germ in %a, say represented by f: U +R”.Let Vbeopenin Uwithf-‘(0)c I/ 
and v compact. Use the Tietze theorem to extend flaV to a map g from (B x S’) - V to 
S” - 0 x R” by mapping B x 00 to cc. The maps fl v and g fit together to define h: 
BxS”+S”and h/h-‘(R”)-f: Q.E.D. 
9. FIXED POINT PROBLEMS AND EQUIVARIANT STABLE HOMOTOPY 
Fix a positive integer k and recall the action of %Zk on Rk” defined in Section 2.1. The 
inclusion of Rk” in Rk(“+ ‘) is not a %?S,-map, but the embedding a: R’” + R’(“+l) given by 
a(x0, . . . , Xkn-1) = (x0, **. ,x,-l, 0, x,, ... ,X2”-1, 0, ... ,X(k-l)n, ... ,Xkn-l,O) 
is a %?k-map, as is the orthogonal projection /I: Rk(“+ ‘) + Rk” for which a is a section. 
Recall from the previous section the associated action of %k on flk”Sk” and the simplicial 
%?k-set ai, that has the same Vk-homotopy type as nk”Sk”. Define a suspension map 
x. fiknSkn + @(n+ t)Sk(n+ 1) by 
00, x= co 
(V)(x) = 00, 
I 
x E Rkcnel) and f/?(x) = co 
afp(x) + x - a/3(x), otherwise. 
Let QVk( *) denote the colimit over n of SZk”Sk”. Note that IX induces a map from %“I: to 
ai”, thus if we let %Ok be the colimit over n of 3“; then the results of the previous section 
imply the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9.1. The realization of the simplicial %k-set 3kA has the %?k-homotopy type of 
Q""(*b 
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We now define a map y: O,“_ 1 Fix” + 2’:. Fix an element 
f= {(BXR”, Fi)+ “I (B X R”, Fi+ l)}iEZ/k 
of OE_ 1 Fix;, where [h] is the germ along Fi of a map(U,, Fi)L(B x R”, Fi+ 1) over B (Vi is 
an open subset of B x R”) that restricts to a homeomorphism from Fi to Fi+ 1. Write P for 
the projection of B x R” on R” (for any m). Define g: U,x,... xBUk_i+Rkn by 
g(b, x) = x - Ck(%(b, %I), *.. ,~fk__l(b,xk_l)) where We write X = (Xc, . . . , xk_l) for 
XER’“=R”X ..e x R”. An easy computation shows that the zero set of g is the following 
compact subset F of B x Rkn: 
{(b,xo,..., xt-~)E~xRk”~(b,xo)~~~and(b,xi)=fi_l(b,xi-~)fOrpOsitivei}. 
Thus if [g, F] denotes the germ of g along F, then [g, F] E %” iB and we define 
I = [g, F]. Note that y is a %?k-map compatible with stabilization maps, and therefore 
induces a map y: Ot_ 1 Fix -+ zk. 
THEOREM 9.2. The map y: O,“_, Fix,, + TkA is a Wk-homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. For [g, F] E .9’;, write g = (99, . . . ,gk_i) by identifying Rknand R” x a.. x R” in 
the usual way. Define 6: 3; -+ Oz- 1 Fixk” by 
S([g, Fl) = {(B X Rkn, Fi) 
CXI 
---*(B X Rkn, Fi + 1 )}iez/k 
where A@, -4 = (b, ckl(x) - gi+ I (b, c%>)) (h ere “i + 1” should be taken modulo k and the 
subtraction of gi + 1 (b, c:(x)) E R” from cc l(x) E Rk” is meaningful by our identification of R” 
with a subspace of Rkn), and FL = (le x c,‘)(F). Note that 6 is a %?k-map, although it is not 
compatible with the stabilization maps (unless k = 1, in which case y and 6 are inverse 
isomorphisms, thus we may assume k 2 2). The conclusion now follows from the next two 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 9.1. The composition O,“_ 1 Fix” ’ A+2;A -f+@~_1 FixF is Wk-homotopic to the 
stabilization map. 
Proof: We will define %?k-maps I@‘): @,“_ 1 Fix: + O,“_ 1 Fix:“,, for 1 = 1,2, by mapping 
f to H”)(f), where 
f= {(A’X Rkn, Fi)x(A’X Rk”y Fi+l)}ioZ/k 
H”‘(f) = {(Ix Aqx Rkn, FII’)z(I x 84x Rkn, F~;l)}iEz,k. 
Define H(l) by 
f:“(r,d,x)= (t,d,Pf(d,xo),xz,x3,...,xk-l,txo) 
F;” = ((t, d, x0, txl, tx 2,...,tXk-l)l(d,X0)~Fi and (d,xj)=f;+j-l(d,xj-l)} 
and observe that, in the notation of Proposition 2.1, i:H(‘) is the composition in the 
statement of the lemma. 
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Define H(‘) by 
f:“(t, d, x) = (t, d, Ph(d, XIJ), tx,, tX3, . . . ,tXk-1, 0) 
Fj2)={(t,d,x,,0,0 ,..., 0)I(d,x,)~F~} 
and observe that irHC2) = izH(l) and that i,*H”’ is the stabilization map. The conclusion 
now follows from Proposition 2.1. 
LEMMA 9.2. The composition ZZia A@:_ 1 Fixk” ’ A +2X$ is GZk-homotopic to the stabiliz- 
ation map. 
PrOOf: Forx=(X~,...,Xk_1)~Rk2nWeWritexi=(xio,...,xik-,)~Rk”.Wewilldefine 
%?k_maps H”‘: a;* + a&, for I = 1, 2, 3, by H”‘([g, F]) = [g”‘, F”‘] where 
g”‘(t, d, x) = (gb”(t, d, x), . . . , g:!&, d, x)) 
gl”(t,d,x)=(gy;(t,d,x) ,..., g::_&,d,x)). 
Define H(l) by 
glf’(t,d,x)=xij-xi-lj+l, j#O 
g!A)(t,d,x) = xi0 - xi-11 + tgi(4 cf-‘(xi-l)) + (1 - t)gi(d, x00, x10, *** ,Xk-IO) 
F(‘) = {(t, d, x)l(d, c:(xi)) E F} 
where the operations on i and j should be taken modulo k. Note that irH(‘) is the 
composition in the statement of the lemma. 
Define Ht2’ by 
g!?(t d x) = x.. - x._ t, ’ ’ V L lJ+lY j#O, k-l 
gik2!l(t,dyX)=Xik-l -t!Xi_lo 
gE)(Gd,X) = tXi0 -Xi-l1 + gi(d,XOO,X10, ... ,xk-IO) 
F(‘) = {(t, d, T,(xo), . . . yT(xk-l))I(d,cL(xi))EF} 
where T,: Rk" + Rk" is defined by T(yo, . . . ,yk_l) = (yo, tyl, ty2, . . . , tyk_1). Note that 
i:H(Z) = igH(1) 
Define Ht3’ by 
g(iij)(ty d, X) = Xij - tXi- 1 j+ 1) j # 0, k - 1 
gp! 1 (fZ, d, X) = Xik- 1 
(3) 
Sio(Gd,X)= -tXi-II +gi(d,X~~,Xl~,...,Xk-lo) 
Ft3’ = {(t, d, To(xo), . . . 3 TO(Xk-l))I(d,C:(Xi))EF}. 
Note that i:HC3) = igH(‘) and ix HC3’ is the stabilization map. The conclusion now follows 
from Proposition 2.1. Q.E.D. 
10. SPLIT FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 
Let B be a compact ENR and (n) an object of r. We define a category s,gB. The objects 
are all (E, F, a) with (E, F) an object of Y,, a: F + (n) continuous (thus for 0 < i < n, 
F i = a- ’ (i) is a (possibly empty) union of connected components of F), and a- ' (0) = 0. We 
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will occasionally write (E, F I, . . . , F “) instead of (E, F, a). The morphisms in s.%?~ from 
(E, F, a) to (E’, F’, a’) are the maps fin Ys from (E, F) to (E’, F’) such that a = a’ ofF, where 
fF denotes the continuous function from F to F’ determined by f. Thus f determines 
mapsf’: (E, F’) + (E’, Fir) in gB. 
Note that s,,B is in the usual way an dJIrWoP-category. Now let /?: (n) --, (m) be a map 
in I. We define a functor &: ~“9~ + s,,,‘%~: for any object (E, F, a) of s,%~ let 
&(E, F, a) = (E, /?,F, /?~(a 1 &F)) where p.,, F = a-’ j?-‘((m) - (0)). If f is any map in 
s.Ys with domain (E, F, a) we define /3,(f) to be the germ along &F determined by f: 
A computation shows that /I, is a map of bJW”p-categories and that fi H /I, is functorial. 
Therefore s9 is a I x 6’MWop-category. 
Fix (n) E obI. There is a forgetful map s,% + 3 taking (E, F, a) to (E, F). Let s,9 be the 
inverse image of 9 under the induced map NcYs,S + NcYS (in particular, so9 = NcYs,,%). 
By its definition s,9 is a A”’ x bJ”W”‘-subset of NcYs,Q. In fact, SF is a I x A”‘x $JV&?“~- 
subset of NcYs9 (forgetting some of the components of the fixed point set preserves the 
property “fixed point problem”). Further, 0~9 is a right ideal in 0~9 since so is 09 in 0% 
and as,9 is the inverse image of 09 by OS,‘% + 09. 
These definitions extend naturally to k-periodic point problems. Let 
s,gk = t+Q(sd’s,F))‘” = pullback of gkkc NcYB t Ncys,S. 
Note that @s,pk = I(/(sdkOs,9))Tk = pullback of 09, c 09 t @s,g, in particular @s$?,$ is 
a right ideal in 0~9. 
Recall the definition of a very special r-space given in Section 2.3. 
LEMMA 10.1. For all positive integers k, the r-space @sgkA satisfies Il. 
Proof: Note that @s&$ = OS,-,% is independent of k. For any B E obbJ)rg, let Cs be 
the following object of ~~$9,: 
CB = (B x R”, 8, aB) 
where aB is the (unique) map@ + (0). For m = (mo, . . . , mp) E O,, let CmB be the following 
object of OpsoQ,: 
CmB = {Cg(ml,CCg}(cZ/p+l. 
Let ObB = { CmS 1 m E O,}. Then 0’ is a Aop x BJY^WoP-(discrete) subcategory of @so9 which 
is isomorphic to 0 (0 is viewed constant in the bJ)r#“-direction), in particular 0’ is 
contractible. But the inclusion of 0’ in @so99 is a homotopy equivalence, even if we fix 
([p], B) E obAoP x 6.MWop , since the component of 0,~~~~ containing CmB is the trivial 
groupoid on its objects. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 10.2. For all positive integers k, the r-space @sgk,, satisjes l-2. 
Proof: Fix (n) E obr. It suffices by Proposition 5.2 to show that 
(P 1, a” 9 p,): @OS,& + @“sl~k~ x ‘*- x @“sl&d 
is a homotopy equivalence. We show this for fixed (Cp], B) E obAoP x b.XWop, 
A typical object of @js&B is 
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such that for each j with 1 < j < n 
i(EiYFi)i! (Ei+l,F1:+l)}isZ/p+l 
is a k-periodic point problem. Fix an object (Cl,. .., C”) of O$lP)kB x . . . x O~S~~~~, say 
C’= {(Ei,F{) 2(E{+ly Fj+l)}isz/p+l. 
It suffices by Quillen’s Theorem A (see [13, p. 931) to construct a final object of 
((P 1,...,P”)l(C,,...,C”). 
For each i E Z/p + 1 and each j with 1 < j < n choose a homeomorphism E/ z E”:, 
such that: 
_. 
l EicBxR”forsomen. 
l For each i E Z/p + 1, {E”fl 1 < j < n} is pairwise separated by open sets in B x R” (i.e. if 
all Ei are in B x R”, choose Ei in B x R” x (j} c B x R”+ ‘). 
Use these homeomorphisms to construct objects cj of Ojsl gkB isomorphic to Cj, say 
Let c” be the following object of O~s,$&: 
K UEj,Ff, . . . ,Py 2 u B(+l,Ff+l, .. . ,Fy+, . j > ( i )I ieZ/p+ 1 
There is a canonical map K from (pl, . . . , p,)(c) to (C,, . . . , C,) and it is not hard to see that 
(c, K) is a final object of (pl, . . . ,p,)/(C,, . . . , C,). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 10.3. For all positive integers k, the r-space 0.~9~~ satisfies I3. 
Proof. If X is any I-space satisfying l-1 and I-2, then rcO(X1) is an Abelian monoid (this 
follows from certain commutative diagrams in I; for example, the map 
%(X1)X %(X1)X %(X1) + %(X1) 
(a, b, 4 H(ab)c 
is isomorphic to rr0(X3) + rrO(XZ) + rcO(X1) induced by (3) % (2) o”(1)). Thus it 
remains to prove the existence of inverses. 
LetJbetheinterval[-l,l]inRanddefineg:JxR+JxRby 
s(r, 4 = 
{ 
(4 0, X>O 
(t, 2x + t), x < 0. 
Then the k-periodic point set of g is G = {(t, f t) IO < t d l}. 
The vertices (E, a) L(E, a) E obOosl P)kAO of Osi PkA may be identified with the set of all 
(E, F) L(E, F) where E is an ENR in some R”, F is a compact subset of E, and 
(E, F) L(E, F) is a k-periodic point problem. Identify J with A’, say via an increasing 
homeomorphism, so that the following is an object of O9siPk~1: 
C=(JXRXE,GXF)S(JXRXE,GXF). 
Since g has no k-periodic points over t = - 1, 8, c” = 0 on x0. Thus it remains to show that 
a,c” = C + C’ on no. Now the k-periodic point set of doe splits into two separated pieces, 
i.e. aoC = C1 + C2 on ao. Letting Ci be the germ along {l} x F c GI 1 x F and using the 
nerve direction, we see that C1 = C on no. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 10.4. For all positive integers k, the map 0.~~~~ + OFA is a Vk-homotopy 
equivalence. 
Proof Fix x > 1. The induced map Osl 9k 5 09$ is an isomorphism of categories 
for fixed ([p], B) E obAoP x ~JV%?“~. The conclusion now follows from Propo- 
sition 2.4. Q.E.D. 
We summarize the results of this section. 
THEOREM 10.1. For all positive integers k, the loop space of(the realization of) 0~9~ has 
the %Tk-homotopy type of @PA. 
Proof: By Proposition 2.3 and Lemmas 10.1-10.3, the loop space of 0~9~ has the 
%‘,-homotopy type of OsiF*, i.e. that of OSA (by Lemma 10.4). Q.E.D. 
11. FILTERED FIXED POINT PROBLEMS 
In this section we enlarge 0~9 without changing its %?k-homotopy t pe to obtain (the 
A”’ x Aop x &N9 “‘-category) f”9 that looks more like sb. For fixed n, p and B, we will 
define the category ffp9a as the homotopy limit of a diagram e,: I, + g&F with I, having 
an initial object i, and e,(i,) = Ops.Fs. We use the notation and terminology of [12] in 
what follows. In particular, for us the homotopy limit of a diagram of categories will again 
be a category (see [12] for the definition). We remark however that if A is a diagram of 
categories and NA is the diagram of simplicial sets obtained from A by using the nerve 
functor, then Nholim A is naturally isomorphic to holim AM. Here we have in mind the 
version of the homotopy limit given in [2, XI. 3.21 which functorially yields a simplicial set 
from a diagram of simplicial sets. It might not have the “correct” homotopy type if the 
simplicial sets involved are not fibrant, but it follows from [12, Theorem 21 that the 
homotopy limit over a category Z with initial object i of a diagram X of (nerves of) 
categories does have the correct homotopy type, namely that of Xi. 
For [n] E ob A, write Zzpfor the full subcategory of [n]OP x [n] with objects (i,j) such that 
i < j. Clearly Zap is a A-category and we write f”,“: I”,” + Zz” for the functor induced by 
J‘: [m] -+ [n] in A. 
There is a functor ei’: Zz” + A taking (i,j) --, (i’,j’) to [j - i] +‘-f’ [j’ - i’]. Further, if 
f‘: [m] + [n] then there is a map ey: e”,” + eipfo,P, given for each 0 < i < j < m by ezj: 
[j - i] -P [f(j) -f(i)], where ezj(k) =f(i + k) -f(i). In fact, cop is a functor from A to 
Dir(A) (see [ 123 for the definition of the category Dir(U) associated to a category ‘%), taking 
[n] to the object ez”: Zz” + A of Dir(A) and taking f: [m] + [n] to the morphism 
(,r”,“: Z”,” -+ Zzp, ey: e”,” + ezPfz) of Dir (A). 
We give a second description of e”’ which might be easier to visualize (but is longer to 
describe). Recall the functors A/ : A + %&‘zT and /A : AoP + %‘szZ~ (the objects of A/a are the 
morphisms of A with target a, and the objects of a/A are the morphisms of A with source a). 
Clearly there is a similar functor /A/: AoPx A +%X&F (the objects of afA/a’ are the 
diagrams a + a” + a’ in A). Further, a functor f: A + B gives a map f^: /Al + /B/ 0 (f Op xf ), 
given for a, a’ E ob A by the obvious functor a/A/a’ +f(a)lB/f(a’). All this gives a functor 
K&F + Dir (%$F ) taking A to /A/ and taking f: A + B to ( f”” xf; f^). 
Let Z”,” be the full subcategory of AoP x A with objects (a, a’) such that A(a, a’) # 8. Then 
Zap is a functor +7&F + @WY and we write f”,: Z>’ + Zip for the map induced by a functor 
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f: A + B. Denote by e>” the restriction of /A/ to Z\‘and by e7 the restriction offto e>‘“. We 
described a functor e”: %&z?Y + Dir (%?&Y ). 
Now let A’ be the full subcategory of w&Y with objects the finite non-empty totally 
ordered sets. Thus A c A’ and the inclusion is an equivalence of categories. In fact, there is 
a unique retraction A -P A (because the automorphism group of each object of A is trivial 
and A has precisely one object for each isomorphism class of A’). 
Note that if TE obA’ then, for all t, t’ E T, t/T/t’ is again an object of A’, i.e. e”: 
‘+?dr + Dir (w&Y) when restricted to A’ takes values in Dir (A’). Because A is a retract of 
A, we obtain cop: A -+ Dir(A) and a computation shows that it equals the functor described 
in the beginning of this section. 
We now describe an embedding cop: A 4 Dir (A) and a map $Op: cop + E”_ 
For any category V there is an embedding E”‘: % + Dir@‘) taking C E ob % to C viewed 
as a functor [0] + G$ and taking C LC’ to (l,,,, y). 
The map 4”: cop + &OP is given for [n] E obA by (Zip + [0], 4:“: el+ cz”) where: 
l ci” denotes the constant functor If” + [0] %A, 
l +iP is given for 0 < i < j $ n by +iTi,,>: u - i] + [n], where 4z:i,n(k) = k + i. 
We remark that just as cop: A + Dir(A) is a special case of cop: %&‘Y + Dir (%?&‘Y), so is 
4 OP. . cop+ .C? Briefly, for any small category A and any a, a’ E ob A with A(a, a’) # 8, 
4&,00: (a/A/a’) -+ A is the functor taking a + a” -+ a’ to a”. 
Using the isomorphism Dir (%‘)OP w Inv(%‘Op) (see [12] for the definition of Inv@)) we 
obtain functors e, E: Aop --) Inv(AoP) and a map 4: E + e. Now let w be any simplicial 
D-category, i.e. %: A”’ + %J$Y D. Thus Inv (V): Inv (A”“) + Inv (%dY D). 
Recall from [12] the functor holim: Inv(Kz4.Y “) + %MY D. Notice that the composi- 
tion holim 0 Inv (%?) 0E is (naturally isomorphic to) V. Define the simplicial D-category V’ as 
holim 0 Inv(V) 0 e and let K = (holim 0 Inv (%‘))& Thus K: %’ + %?‘. 
PROPOSITION 11.1. For each [n] E obA and each d E obD, f&d: %?,,d + $f& is a homocopy 
equivalence. 
Proof. Let L: [0] + I,, be the functor determined by the initial object (0, n) of I,,. Thus 
L has a right adjoint. Note that e, 0 L = [n]. As in [ 121, we write @ for the functor from D to 
simplicial categories associated to V (given by “switching the independent variables”). Thus 
holim (%?, 0e,) = qhd and holim (gd 0 e, 0 L) = Gz?~~. 
Inv(%&Y) from Gdoen to @*OenOL: 
Let o! be the following map in 
M = ([0] ~Z,,~dOe,oL~~dDe,oL). 
The map holim c1 is a homotopy equivalence by [12, Theorem 2] since L has a right adjoint 
(in the notation of [12], holim & = L*). Thus it suffices to show that holim ~10 K,d equals the 
identity map of @?gnd. This follows upon applying holim 0 Inv (@,,) to the composition 
(Col~~,,e,~~~Cnl)~(~,~C01,c,~e,) 
in Inv (A”‘), since that composition equals the identity of [n] : [0] + A**. Q.E.D. 
Now let f”.F = (0~9 )‘, where 0~9 is viewed as a simplicial D-category whose value 
at [n] is @s&F (where D = Aopx cCV~“~). 
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THEOREM 11.1. The map K: @SF + f '9 is a %Zk-homotopy equivalence for all k >, 1. 
Proof This follows from the previous proposition since ((s~~OSF)‘~), is (naturally 
isomorphic to) (sd’f eqt)“k (h omotopy limits commute with limits, and, for G a group and 
X a G-set, XG is a limit). Q.E.D. 
We conclude this section by explicitly describing V for any simplicial category %?. The 
following is a picture of I$‘: 1;” + A: 
(090) - (0, l)- ... - (O,n-1) - (0, n) 
(1, l)- a*’ - (l,n-1) - (1, n) 
(n - 1, n - 1)---r (n - I,4 
I e:’ 
[O]a’ [l] a2 - . . . Z[n - 135 [n] 
I a0 a”_* I ao Ia0 
[O] s’ *a- - [n - 2,Z[n - l] 
It follows that a typical object of %?k = holim(%?o e,) consists of the following data: 
l for 0 < i <j < n an object C{ of %j-i, 
l forl~i~j~namapa{:C~+~,C~_,in~j-i, 
l forO<i<j<n-lamapb~:C{-+a~+~-~C{+’in%~-~, 
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such that for 1 < i <j < n - 1 the following commutes in @‘j-i: 
c; 
b! 
- aj+l_iCi+’ 
A map in gg:, from {C{, ai, b{} to {Ci’, aj’, bi’} is a family of maps {Ci + Cc} that 
“commutes with the a’s and the b’s”. 
We now describe the face maps: a,{C{, a{, b{} = (Cl:‘, a;‘, bi’}, where 
Ci’ = 
&-.iC~~, i<k-l<j 
C$, otherwise 
dk_iazz, i<k-l<j 
akj 
aaki, i>k or j<k-1 
and ai’ is the composition 
a a cj_” = a a _ _ cj+l 00 k 1 0 k (k 1) k-1 = a&‘,‘+ 
Further, 
bi’ = 
&_ibi:, i<k-l<j 
b;z, iak or j<k-1 
and finally bf-l’ is the composition 
CF-1’ = c’l-’ 
b:-’ 
1 I 
+ak_icf+ ak+b’dk_idk-i+lC:+l = a _‘a -‘CT+’ = ak_ic:‘. k I k L 
Thus we described the action of the face maps on objects. Their action on morphisms can be 
read off from their action on the (Ci}. 
We describe the degeneracy maps: sk{Ci, a:, b{} = (Cf, at, b?}, where 
i < k <j 
otherwise 
+j 
a!” = 
Sk-ia&, i<kcj 
I k’ 
44, i>k+l orj<k 
and a:‘+ r is the identity map of Ci- ‘. Further, 
b:’ = 
i 
Sk_ib?i, i<k<j 
b;:, i2k+l orj<k 
and finally bf’ is the identity map of Cf. Thus we described the action of the degeneracy 
maps on objects. As before, their action on morphisms can be read off from their action on 
the {Ci>. 
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In this notation, K,: V, -+ %?S:, takes an object C of %?, to {Ci, ai, b{), where 
Cl = aj_i+l 1.. d~_~_ia~_i(a~)‘(C) = (a,)idj+, *ee a,_ 1 d,(C) (same formula for morphisms) 
and all the ai’s and bj’s are identities. 
12. SEPARATING THE FIXED POINTS OF THE IDENTITY MAP OF A FILTERED SPACE 
Recall the embedding A of Section 2.2. In this section we will write A[n] for the 
(compact ENR which is the) image of [n] under this embedding, and we will write A [i, j] for 
the copy of A [ j - i] in A[n] corresponding to the map i + j in [n]. 
Let % be a category and Ar[n] be the category [n]t’] for [n] E obh A functor C: 
Ar [n] + W determines the following data: 
l For each map i + j in [n], an object C{ of %; 
l For each sequence i + j + k in [n], a sequence Ci + CT + Ci in V. 
Recall the functor sb: Aop x bX9V’ + Y&y of Section 4. A typical element of s,gB is 
a functor E: Ar[n] + c?~ satisfying: 
l For each object i of [n], Ej = B x R”; 
l For each sequence i + j + k in [n], the sequence Ei + Ef + ET is a cofibration sequence 
in &. 
Fix E as above. We say that a map h: A[n] x E -+ A[n] x E over A[n] in &$t”l is a separat- 
ing homotopy provided that the following conditions are satisfied: 
SHl. For all maps i --f j in [n], the restriction hl:IA[ j, n] x E{ is the identity. 
SH2. For all maps i + j in [n] with j - i 2 1, there exists a map 
ri-‘: (E{, si-‘(Ei-‘)) +(Ei-‘, Ej-‘) 
in Yg, where si- ’ denotes the cofibration from E!-’ to E j associated to E, such that: 
l If we denote again by s i-’ the induced map from (E{-‘, Ej-‘) to (Ej, s/-‘(E{-‘)) in Yg, 
then r{-‘si-’ = l~E~-~,E~-~). 
l h:lA[O, j - l] x Ej = (hi-‘lA[O, j - l] X Ei-‘)o(lato,j_i] x ri-‘), at least as germs 
along si- 1 (Ei- l ). 
SH3. Away from the inverse image of si- ‘(E/- ’ ), hj does not depend on the A[O, j - l] 
direction. More precisely: For all maps i + j in [n] with j - i 2 1, there exists a neighbor- 
hood V of si- ‘(E{- ‘) in Ei such that: 
l A[O, j - l] x Vc (hj)-‘(A[O, j - l] x s{-‘(E{-I)). 
l For d, d’~ A[O, j - l] and Ed Ej - V, h#, e) = hi@‘, e). 
Notice that the maps ri- ’ are determined by h: they are obtained by taking the germ 
along s{-‘(Ei- ‘) of h{JA l-j - 1, j - l] x E {. Also notice that h is determined by h”, (either 
by restriction, or by passing to quotients). 
Define hs6 : Aop x Aop x bX4eop + Y&r by 
hms&FB = {A[m] x E %A[m] x E in &ftnl I E E sJB and h is over A[m]}. 
A computation shows that the separating homotopies form a subobject of the following 
composition: 
AOP x dJlr#‘P- *“” ’ ’ AOP x AOP x &‘Jnj$MP~Y,$~. 
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Recall the monoid M of Section 2.4. View sb as a Aop x bMWoP-(discrete) category, so 
that M x sl is also a Aop x bJ%?p-category. Explicitly, there are precisely two self-maps of 
E: Ar[n] + JB in M x s,,L?~, namely 1 (which is an identity) and 0, and there are no other 
maps in ~“8~. We need yet another Aop x bJlr.%?oP-category hb defined as follows: 
l obh,bB = ob(M x sJB) = obs.gB = sJB. 
l The self-maps of E: Ar[n] --) gB are pairs (m, h) such that rnE M, if m = 0 then h is 
a separating homotopy of E, and if m = 1 then h is the identity of A [n] x E. There are no 
other maps in h,BB. 
Thus there is a forgetful map from hb to M x sb. 
LEMMA 12.1. The induced map NcYh& + NcY(M x s&h) is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof: We will show that for any object [p] of A and any object [n] of A, the map 
Ngyh,J” + NGyM x s.&h is a fibration and a homotopy equivalence. This will be shown by 
induction on n, the case n = 0 being trivial. 
Fix E: Ar[n] + Jatd in sn~Arql and m = (m,,, . . . ,m,) in NYM = Mp+‘. We have to 
prove that every circular diagram y over aA[q], say 
Y = {~[nlxEl~ACql~A~n]xE~aA~q]~l.z,p+, 
such that if ml = 1 the h(,,) aA [q] is the identity and if ml = 0 then hCl, 1 aA [q] is a separating 
homotopy, extends to all of A[q]. It suffices to construct h&,, and this is trivial if ml = 1. 
Further, by the inductive hypothesis applied to any (here the face map& is taken in the 
h-direction) we may assume that hE,olA[n - l] x E”,-’ is already constructed (we may 
assume that all the cofibrations of E are inclusions). 
We first extend h;,,,l(A[n - l,n - l] xE{-i)u(A[n - l,n]xE”olaA[q]) to 
A[n - 1, n] x E”, so that when restricted to (A[n - 1, n] x E”,-‘) u (A[n, n] x EE) it is the 
identity. This can be done, because it is a lifting problem associated to the cofibration and 
homotopy equivalence 
id. 
(A[n- l,n]xEt(aA[q])u(A[n- l,n]xE”,-‘)u(A[n,n]xE”,)- A[n- l,n]xE”, 
and to the fibration E”, + A[q]. 
Now find a neighborhood V, of E”,-‘I8A[q] in E”,IJA[q] as in the statement of SH3, let 
Fa denote its closure and aF, denote its boundary (in E”,IaA[q]). Observe that over 
A[n - 1, n - l] the restriction of h;,,, to Fa is a retraction onto EE-’ IaA[q]. Use 
Corollary 3.2 to extend it to I: U + E”,- ’ for some neighborhood U of F u E z- ’ in E “0. Use 
Proposition 3.1 to extend h;,,,, to f: A[n - l] x F + E”,-’ for some compact neighborhood 
FofE”o-‘inUwithFnE”oIaA[q]=Fa.Letd:IxA[n-1]~A[n-1]beacontraction 
rel. A[n - 1, n - l] with do the identity and dl constant. Choose a continuous 
map1: F - i3F, + I which vanishes on Et-’ u(Fa - 8F,) and is equal to 1 on dF - aF,. 
Then we may define g:A[n- l]xF+E:-’ extending h;,,,l(A[n - l] x 
E”,-’ uA[n - l] x E”,(aA[q]) n F by g(6, e) =f(d(n(e), 6), e) on F - JF,, (because by SH3 
hT&, does not depnd on 6 E A[n - l] when restricted to A[n - l] x aF,). Note that g does 
not depend on 6 E A [n - l] when restricted to A [n - l] x aF. Thus we may extend it to all 
of (A[n- l]uA[n- l,n])xE”, by letting g(6, e) = h;1j0(6,_l, e) for e$F or 
6 E A[n - 1, n] where 6,_ 1 denotes the point in A[n - 1, n - 11. Observe that this exten- 
sion does not satisfy SH2, and we correct this as follows. 
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Let V, be a neighborhood of E”,- l in F such that 
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h;,,,lACn - 11x(&nK4~ACd)= (h~,,lACn - 1lxE”,-‘l~ACql)(l,,-,~xr) 
and let diag (E”,) denote the diagonal copy of E”, in E”, x E”,. Use the remark immediately 
preceding Proposition 3.2 to find a homotopy d: I x W + E”, rel. diag (E”,) between the two 
projections of E”, x E”, onto E”, for some neighborhood W of diag(E”,) in Et x E”,. 
DefineG:Zx(A[n-l]uA[n-l,n])xF+EExE”,by 
G(t, 44 = 44 g(4 4, g(& r(e))) 
and observe that G restricted to I x (A[n - 1) u A[n - 1, n]) x E”,- ’ takes values in 
diag (E”,). Thus there is a compact neighborhood F1 of (A[n - l] u A[n - 1, n]) x Et-l in 
(A[n-l]uA[n-l,n])xUOwithG(IxF1) c W. Choose a (continuous) map p: F1 + I, 
equal to 1 near A[n - l] x E”,-‘, and equal to 0 on 8F1. Let H: F1 + E”, be defined by 
H(6, e) = G(p(6, e), 6, e). Then H and g I((A[n - l] u A[n - 1, n]) x E”,) - int(F,) fit to- 
gether to define h;,,,l(A[n - l] u A[n - 1, n]) x E”,. 
We now extend h;&, to all of A[n] x E2, so that it satisfies SHl. Once again, this can be 
done because it is a lifting problem associated to the cofibration and homotopy equivalence 
(A[n]xE;IaA[q])u(A[n-i]~~[n-i,n])~~;~ i)(A[k,n]xE:,) “‘. -A[n] x E”, 
k=O 
and to the fibration E”, -P A[q]. Q.E.D. 
Let he8 be the pullback of 0 x sb t NcY(M x ~8) + NcYh&‘. 
THEOREM 12.1. In the diagram hegA --* 0 x s&&a sb,, all 
equivalences for all positive integers k. 
maps are %Tk-homotopy 
Proof For the second map the conclusion follows since 0 has the Vk-homotopy type of 
a point for all k > 1. Note that NcY(M x sd) = 0 x s6 Ll NcY { l} x sb and also 
NCYhd = ho&? LI Ncy(l} x sb. Thus the conclusion follows from the previous lemma 
by observing that the (natural) isomorphism $: sdk(NcYh&)‘k -+ NCYhd (resp. 
$: sdk(Ncy(M x ~8))“~ + NcY(M x s&F)) restricts to an isomorphism from sdk(he&‘)‘k to he& 
(resp. from sdk(O x sB)“” to 0 x ~8). Q.E.D. 
We are now able to define tr : he& + f ‘9. The map will factor through the objects of 
f”9. Fix r~ E hFPdB with c = (m, y) where m E 0, and 
y = (A[n] x EL A[n] x E}loZ,p+l. 
Let f;r) be the induced map E --f E by the inclusion A[O] c A[n]. Let F{i,i be the fixed point 
setoff~,_l,i...f:‘,,if~o,if:p,i...f~~+l)if:~iforO~i~j~nandlEZ/p+ l.LetEfjbethe 
image of ET in Ei for 0 < i < k <j < n. Let F:ifi = F:l,in(Ef+‘” - Eii+k-l)j) for 
O<i<j<n, l~Z/p+l, and l<k<j-i. Define tr(o)={C{, a{, b{}EobfrP9B, 
where: 
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Themapai: C:+a,C{+, is given by {u$)~}~~~,~+~ where ail, i is (the section-retraction 
pair determined by the appropriate germs of) ((qj)-‘, qj) and q! is the quotient map from 
E; to E;+l, which is invertible away from the section of Ei+ 1. 
Themap b{: C{+aj+l-iCi” isgiven by (b~l~i}l~Zlp+l whereb{l,i = (s{,$,)andsjis(an 
appropriate germ of) the cofibration from Ei to Ei ‘+ 1 Above, r{l,i is (a restriction to the . 
appropriate fixed point set of) the map determined by SH2 and h{i,i if m, = 0. If m, = 1 
then r$)i = riuji where u is minimal among U’ > 1 with m,, = 0 or if no such U’ exists then 
u is maximal among U’ 6 1 with m,, = 0. 
It is clear that tr is natural in the A”Pand &?~V%‘“Pdirections, a d the fact that it is natural 
in the A”P direction follows by a long but straightforward computation, using the descrip- 
tion of the face and degeneracy maps from fzlBB to fpFB given at the end of the 
previous section. However, the equation 8, tr = tr I?, requires an extra argument (because 
a0 is unique among cofaces and codegeneracies in that it does not preserve 0) which we give 
below. 
Let tr (a) = {Ci, a{, bj} as above. Then iTow = {Cizf, a:::, b$j). Also a,(a) = (m, y’) 
where 
y’ = {A[n - l] x aoE doh”’ -ACn - 11 x ao%z,p+~. 
Let gfr) be the map induced from aoh,,, by A[O] c A[n - 11. Thus g{,,i s the map induced 
from h$&, by A[l, l] c A[n - 11. We must check that gilji =f&t, as germs near 
F f+1 cl)i+l = F:,,‘i+,‘,LI ...LIF;l;;:‘;‘. Fix k with 1 6 k < j - i. We will show that g ilJi =filh: 1 
near F :l{,?+ll. This will follow if we show that h$Ti: 1 does not depend on 6~ A[11 near 
F fl:i?+ll, and this is clear if m, = 1. Assume m, = 0. 
Since F:,j’,yl c Ei::‘““‘, condition SH2 implies that h{l:i:l is determined near 
F ;,s’i’+‘l by hf;;i::k and a retraction rilJi+ 1 . . .rflti!++lk which does not depend on 8~ A[l]. 
Thus it suffices to show that h fliylk does not depend on 8~ A[ l] near F fIf,!>l+k. I3ut by the 
definition of F :lfT2c” as a fixed point set of a composition of filtration preserving maps, 
hf;;++,lr(F;,f;;t,‘:k) n Eif; = 0. Thus condition SH3 implies that near F:ltT+ll’k the map 
h f$!+; does not depend on SE A[i + k] which contains A[11 since k is positive. 
APPENDIX: PUSHOUTS OF FIBERWISE ENRs 
We say that a space E A:B over B has the beginning covering homotopy property 
(BCHP) if for any commutative diagram 
X--f+E 
d xxz- B 
there exists a neighborhood lJ of X x 0 in X x I and a map D : U + E satisfying pD = d I U 
and Die = d. Dold proves in [7] that if E is ENR then E Al? is ENRB if and only if it has the 
BCHP. 
We now prove that the pushout of a diagram G L F LE of ENRBs is ENRB provided 
that F and E are compact and g is injective. We may assume that both the cofibration F + E 
and the canonical map G + G u FE are inclusions and that G u FE - G = E - F with the 
canonical map E + G u FE equal to the inclusion when restricted to E - F. We then have 
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the following commutative diagram: 
Let W, be a neighborhood of F in E deformable (over B) in E to F relative to F. Then 
W = x( W,) u G is a neighborhood of G in G uF E deformable in G UF E to G relative to G, 
say via H,: W+ G uFE. 
LEMMA Al. Zf E = B x C where C is a compact ENR and p is the projection B x C + B 
then p is ENRB. 
Proof: We show p has the BCHP. Fix a commutative diagram: 
0 
X -GuFE 
d 
Xx1-B 
From the proof in [7] of “BCHP implies ENRB” we see that we may assume X is ENR. Let 
X,=4-‘(G)andXz=X-X,.Let Y=X,xOuX,xI.Since 
41X2:X2+GuFE-G=E-FcE=BxC 
if x EX* we may write $J(x) =(&(x),&(x)) where &(x)E B and &(x)E C. Define 
D’: Y-PG uFE by 
D’k t) = 
6-k 0, h(x)), (x, t) E x2 x I 
d(X), 
(x, t) E x1 x 0. 
LEMMA A2. D’ is continuous. 
Proof: Suppose (x,, t,) is a sequence in X2 x I converging to (x, 0) E X1 x 0. Let g = 4(x) 
and U,, be a neighborhood of g in G uF E. Let b = q(g) E B. Say f -l(g) = b x C,, for some 
compact subset Co of C. Let U1 = z- ’ (U,), a neighborhood of b x CO in E. Find a neigh- 
borhood C1 of Co in C so that b x Cl c b x cl c U1. 
Since K is a closed map and B x Cl n U1 is open and z-‘(g) c B x Cl n U1 there is 
a neighborhood U of g in G UF E with n-‘(U) c B x Cl n U1 (for example, 
U = G uFE - K(E - (B x Cl n U,)) 
is such a neighborhood). Find a neighborhood V of b in B with V x C1 c n-l(U). Then 
z(VxC1)isopenintheimageofn.Infact,7r-’(7r(VxC1))= VxC1,i.e.if(x,y)EVxC1 
and IL(X, y) = x(x, z) then z E C1 : 
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Thus eventually d(x,, t,) E V and 4(x,) E I/x Cl, i.e. 
D’(&l, t,) = (4x,, 4J,&(X”)) E vx CI = UI = Uo 
and D’ is continuous. Q.E.D. 
Now let WI = D’-‘(W), a neighborhood of X1 x 0 in Y. Say WI = W, n Y, W, open in 
XxI.Let W3beopeninXxIwithXIxOc W,c m3c W2.LetUobeopeninXxIwith 
Xx0- W3~UO~~o~XXZxZ.LetU,= W3uU0.LetZ=U1-_X,xO.Wehavetwo 
closed disjoint sets in 2: X1 x In Z and (X2 x 0 u flo) n Z. Find an open set I/ with 
X1 x I n Z c V c V. c Z - (X2 x 0 u u,), V. denoting the closure of I/ in Z. Choose 
a map 1: Z + I with ,I( V,) = 1 and 1(X2 x 0 u uo) = 0. Define a map UI n Y + G uF E by 
1 
4(Y), YEXXO 
YH D’(Y), YE 00 
H(D’(y), I(y)), otherwise. 
We continue denoting this map by D’. We can easily check that D’ is continuous, that - - 
D’io = 4, and that pD’ = dl U1 n Y. Moreover, D’-‘(G) contains X1 x 0 u V, V denoting 
the closure of V in U1 (thus v = V. u aXI x 0). 
Using Proposition 3.1, extend D’ I (Xl x 0 u 8V) to map D1 : 0 + G for some neighbor- 
hood 0 of X1 x 0 u 8 V in U1, where we consider U1 as a space over B via d. 
Let U = (U, - V) u 0. This is a neighborhood of X x 0 in X x I. Further U can be 
written as the union of two closed sets (in U), namely U1 - V and 0 n v, and 
(U, - V) n (0 n v) = 8V. We may therefore define a map D: U + G uF E by defining 
DlOn~=D,IOnVandDIU1-V=D’IU,-I/.ThenpD=dlUandDio=~.Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION Al. Let B be a compact ENR and G c F c E be a diagram of ENRBs with 
F and E compact. Then G uFE is ENRB. 
ProojI For E is a neighborhood retract of some B x C for some disc C and thus G uF E 
is a neighborhood retract of G uF(B x C). Q.E.D. 
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